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The study explored the dispositions of Cypriots on the prospects of reconciliation (symphil-
iosis/uzlaşmak), co-existence (syniparxis/beraber varolmak), and forgiveness (synghoresis/
bağışlamak).  It draws on 170 qualitative interviews, focusing on two generation of Cypriots: 
those now in their 50s who experienced the conflict first hand, and the generation of their 
children, now 25 years old, born on a divided island.   
The study identified three profound points. First, the Cyprus “case” did not end up in murder-
ous ethnic cleansing because of self-restraint: this speaks to a humanism that precedes the 
conflict. It did end up in territorial ethnic cleansing after the coup and the invasion, but,  
despite the existence of core constituencies and militants who were ready to push the  
society beyond the brink, commit atrocities and inaugurate a zero-sum game of elimina-
tions, “something” prevailed.
Second, the study confirms that there is a need to distinguish between powerful social  
constructions of collective traumata and actual grief-work, i.e. the emotional work that  
allows people to get on with their lives after they experience intense moments of violence 
as victims or perpetrators, and sometimes as both. An important finding is that those who 
experienced the violence personally, intensely and devastatingly are more open towards 
reconciliation than those who were at a distance from it. This comes with a proviso: unless 
you had lost an immediate loved-one.  
Third, the study found that there is a range of social variables that correlate well with swings 
in dispositions towards or against reconciliation. There are hard variables of class, age, 
gender, religion, refugeedom/non-refugeedom and there are also the soft variables of expo-
sure and experience: involvement in bicommunal NGOs and activities, involvement in civic 
and associational life, strong or weak exposure to the “other side” forms of consumption of 
cultural goods and ideas and most importantly, traumatic experiences. 
Put differently--the more intense the experience of traumas through the violence was, the 
more open people are towards reconciliation. The more distant in experience and age, the 
more closed to reconciliation. 
The study concludes that there is much more space for social initiative and “rapprochement” 
than sceptics would indicate.  However, what is also significant is that there are not two homo-
geneous groups of people facing each other: the variations within the Greek Cypriot and 
Turkish Cypriot communities are in many instances more pronounced than their uniformities.
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PRIO is proud to present PRIO Report 4/2007, the fifth report from the PRIO Cyprus Centre
since it opened in 2005, and the first to address prospects of reconciliation, co-existence
and forgiveness in Cyprus.

PRIOʼs mission in Cyprus is to contribute to an informed public debate on key issues
relevant to an eventual settlement of the Cyprus problem. We hope to achieve this by
disseminating information, providing new analysis and facilitating dialogue. The PRIO
Cyprus Centre wishes to stimulate research cooperation and debates between Greek
Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots, as well as within each of the two communities, and also
between those communities and various immigrant groups and representatives of the
international society.

In order to achieve our aim, we seek to establish joint research groups, with both Turkish
Cypriot and Greek Cypriot participants, to develop new avenues of inquiry among
researchers on either side of the communal divide.

The first and the fourth report from the PRIO Cyprus Centre were written by Mete Hatay.
He addressed the issue of settlers and other temporary and long-term immigrants in north
Cyprus, aimed to untangle what has become a “war on numbers”. The second report,
written by a team of economist at St. Platis Economic Research, was a thorough
examination of property markets and of the property regime proposed in the Annan Plan.
The third report, by Ayla Gürel and Kudret Özersay, employed historical and legal analysis
to compare the official Turkish and Greek Cypriot approaches to the property issue, as well
as the reactions of the two sides to proposals for resolving the issue through a
comprehensive solution.

In this fifth report Ari Sitas, Dilek Latif and Natasa Loizou explore the dispositions of
Cypriots on the prospect of reconciliation, co-existence and forgiveness. Based on 170
qualitative interviews with men and women living in and coming from different parts of
Cyprus, they have captured the views of two generations of Cypriots, those who lived
through the shattering events in the 1960s–70s, and those who have grown up in a divided
island. While some of the findings confirm what one might expect, others are really
surprising. While some findings seem to leave little room for reconciliation, others are truly
encouraging.

FOREWORD
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It is inevitable that the findings and perspectives of the authors will be controversial.
PRIOʼs obligation is to ensure that its reports hold a high scholarly standard, and that they
offer perspectives that may lead to further inquiry and debate in the media, among the
public, and within various scholarly disciplines. The views expressed in the PRIO Reports
are the authorsʼ own.

STEIN TØNNESSON
Director

International Peace Research Institute, Oslo (PRIO)

December 2007
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Greek English Turkish
antagonismos competition rekabet
antiphasi contradiction çelişki
antiphonia antiphony karşılıklılık
allilokatanoisi mutual understanding anlaşmak
amphivolia doubt şüphe

antidrasi reaction karşı çıkma
dichotomisi division taksim
synanastrophi association ilişkili
synallagi exchange al ver
synergasia cooperation işbirliği
sympathia liking sempati
synatillipsi common perception ortak görüş
symphiliosi reconciliation uzlaşmak
syniparxi coexistence birlikte varolmak
synchoresi forgiveness bağışlamak
synantisi encounter karşılaşmak
symponia compassion anlayış
smiximo intermingling kaynaşmak
sindesi connection ilişki

Whatever happened, Olanlar oldu
happened in the past.
The past is past. Geçmiş geçmişte kaldı

GREEK AND TURKISH TERMS



This report was drafted by Ari Sitas and Dilek Latif. The research on the prospects of
reconciliation on the island of Cyprus was undertaken by Ari Sitas, Dilek Latif and
Natasa Loizou. The study was primarily a qualitative effort to help understand and

interpret the dispositions of Cypriots on inter alia reconciliation, co-existence, forgiveness in
the post-referendum period. The research started in September 2005 and was finalised by
July 2006.

Qualitative and quantifiable themes were consolidated into an open-ended and
exploratory research schedule. Dr. Sitas piloted and conducted the first twenty in-depth
interviews. The rest were conducted by Dr. Latif and Msc Loizou. Interviews lasted
anywhere from 45 minutes to 4 hours and focused on the experiences, historical and
contemporary, of two generations: 50-year-olds who were in the prime of their youth in the
early 1970s, and their ʻchildrenʼ, who were born after 1974.

Preliminary results of the study, especially the quantifiable sections, were presented to
two workshops of experts in May 2006 and October 2006. Their critical and incisive
comments were of immense value. We shall be dealing mainly with the quantitative aspects
of this research in this report. The rich interpretative and historical narratives of the 1950s-
2000s have to await the publication of the extended study; presented here is a policy-
focused brief of some of the core findings.

PREFACE



INTRODUCTION

The study explored the dispositions of Cypriots on the prospects of reconciliation
(symphiliosis/uzlaşmak), co-existence (syniparxis/beraber varolmak), and forgiveness
(synghoresis/bağışlamak).

It found that a proportional majority (42%) are well-disposed towards reconciliation; that the
absolute majority would feel more secure with a pragmatic co-existence (64%) and
forgiveness (54%). Yet, another proportional majority (39.4%) feels that the current post-
referendum period is leading towards ʻclosureʼ and the cementing of the ʻstatus quoʼ of
partition.

The heart of the study is its focus on two generations of Cypriots: a) people who are in
their 50s now and b) people who are around 25-year-olds. Why? Take the 50-year-olds: they
are the generation coming into power and influence. In their youth on the cusp of the tragedy
of 1974, they would have been active participants in its denouement. They would have been
neither the opinion-makers nor the ideologues of the time. The young men would have been
the killers if killing would have been done, the warriors and foot-soldiers if fighting was to
have happened, and the immediate shock-troops of any violence. The young women would
have been active participants too, in many ways that could not be assumed a priori. They
would have been in their teens in the 1960s and young and impressionable during the
1950s. They would have been the last generation that would have experienced the island
ʻwhole.ʼ What are their dispositions towards reconciliation, co-existence or even forgiveness
after the 2004 referenda?

The around 25-year-olds would be the generation of their children. They would have
been born on a divided island. They would have grown up surrounded by stories of the
ʻotherʼ or the ʻother sideʼ, and of momentous events, hardships and traumas. They would
have heard the stories from their parents and kin, from their peers, through the media,
books, curricula and public rituals of ʻrememberanceʼ. Their notions of the past, of the 1950s
-1970s, would have been mediated through othersʼ accounts. In turn, are their dispositions
different from their parents?

In focusing on two generations on the island the study cannot claim to be representative
of the island as a whole. There have been well-funded and well-focused surveys in the pre-
referendum and post-referendum period (see overview in Appendix I). There have been
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well-focused academic commentaries on many aspects that the study explores.1 What our
study does claim, though, is an understanding of a vital dynamic unfolding on the island
based on the generation that will define the prospects available in the next two decades,
and the generation that will consolidate its long-term future.

To explicate such a vital dynamic the study had to find an appropriate framework to
explore in a qualitative and, where necessary, a quantitative way the main themes that
concerned it. It had to be small enough to be manageable and large enough to make sense.
We shall return to this a little later.

Reconciliation, co-existence and forgiveness mean diverse things to individuals, groups
and social collectives. They have a different career as concepts in moral philosophy, in
political science, theology and international relations. What we sought were their idiomatic
use and meanings in the everyday language of Cypriots. Both languages (Greek and
Turkish) have a rich trove of words that denote senses of commonality and distance. For
example: the Greek language polarizes such senses around words constructed with “syn” and
“anti” prefixes: symphilosis, syniparxis, synghoresis, synandisis, symponia and antagonismos,
antiphases, antiphonia and so on. Similarly, in Turkish, with uzlaşmak, beraber varolmak,
bağışlamak, karşılaşmak, kaynaşmak, buluşmak, anlaşmak. The first three in each series
approximate best the formal literature on reconciliation, co-existence and forgiveness.

The semi-structured interviews contain a structured and a qualitative part. The structured
side of the questionnaire included year of birth, place of birth, family structure at birth;
duration of subsequent moves to various places; year of marriage; number of children;
religious involvement; tertiary studies and their duration; income; cultural preferences in
music, literature, media; current household structure; travel; exposure to ʻothersʼ;
participation in voluntary associations; participation in politics; exposure to North/South after
2003 and degree of encounters with others.

On the other hand, the qualitative side incorporated questions on the prospects for
reconciliation, co-existence and forgiveness, as well as the quality of interaction between
the two communities, the degrees of openness to change and how these processes or
encounters are mediated by past experiences, both successes and traumas.

We assumed that the new interactions since the opening of the ʻcheck-pointsʼ could be
(a) instrumental involving synanostrofi, synallages or synandiseis, (b) unanticipated, i.e. a
product of the sychrotismos that has occurred, (c) more active and a product of synergasies.

How these processes or encounters were mediated by past experiences and traumas
was a fascinating prospect. What we sought to establish was what was the defining reality:

1 Maria Hadjipavlouʼs work on stereotypes captures an emotional baseline before the check-points were opened; Lordos (2004), and
Lordos and Faiz (2005), give a clear sense of political attitudes and what divides their conceptions of a solution; the Civicus Report
produced by Stathis Mavros and Erol Kaymak (2005) deals with the weakness of civil society on both sides of the divide; in the
forthcoming report of Stavrinides, Panayotis, Stelios Georgiou and Katerina Christou et. al. there is much that speaks between our
studies over the contact hypothesis.
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(a) the possibility of closure and therefore no prospect of reconciliation; (b) an openness to
a ʻformal reciprocityʼ- i.e, the kind of statement that goes, “I am not contented with what
THEY say or do, but…(and here the qualitative addenda are vital) because of XYZ, I am
open to a synyparxis”; (c) an openness to a ʻsubstantive reciprocityʼ- i.e, “I am contented
with what they say or do…but (again the qualitative addenda are vital) because of XYZ, I
am ready for synghoresi and I have some degree of symponia and sympathy.” The
dominant modalities in the study then were of (a) closure, (b) pragmatic coexistence and (c)
reconciliation and syghoresis.

Anonymity was a major principle. All questions were directed to the interviewees
privately and in a peaceful atmosphere. The interviews were conducted mostly in the homes
or offices of the interviewees. We always asked permission to use tape recorders, and to
protect the identity of the interviewees the names used in this report are not their real ones.
Our interviewees were quite frank, eager to talk and share their feelings and experiences
with us. This proved to be a humbling experience, as respondents spent in at least half the
cases more than three hours talking with unexpected intensity.

After listening to all the narratives raking up the past and talking freely about fears and
frustrations, a study like this needs to rise to the expectations of its respondents. It needs to
at least say something that makes sense to their lives, something that they can work with,
something that maps their voices in well-defined contours and allows them to reflect on the
coherence and importance of their own beliefs and interpretations.

In creating a qualitative and, in this study, a quantitative mosaic of our respondentsʼ
experiences, the researchers feel that there is enough in the study to make some cautious
generalizations. In doing so, we are also aware of the pressure to say something useful to
the broader public and to the broader community of social scientists and intellectuals. The
findings were ʻchunky enoughʼ to do so without having to go to second-order, hair-splitting
regressions and analyses. The quantitative frequencies and the database should be made
available for further, more specialized researchers to draw new correlations and do further
cross-tabulations. Finally, we will avoid the usual desire to come up with exciting sound-
bytes, because unfortunately there are ʻscore-settlingʼ expectations and too many loud-
mouths ready to fit any finding into narrow and expedient causes.

There are three profound points that speak to the broader self-reflexive academic
literature on reconciliation processes. The first is that the Cyprus ʻcaseʼ did not end up in
murderous ethnic cleansing because of self-restraint, which speaks to a humanism that
precedes the conflict. It did end up in territorial ethnic cleansing after the coup and the
invasion/intervention but, despite the existence of core constituencies and militants who
were ready to push the society beyond the brink, commit atrocities and inaugurate a zero-
sum game of eliminations, ʻsomethingʼ prevailed. We shall start by explicating this through
the findings of the study.
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Michael Mann has published recently2 a harrowing book: The Dark Side of Democracy:
Explaining Ethnic Cleansing. His focus is on the most shattering cases of “classicide” (his
own term), Yugoslavia, Rwanda and many more. Murderous cleansing is modern, he
argues; it is, in his chilling conclusion, “the dark side of democracy.”

In his words, “the danger zone of murderous ethnic cleansing is reached when (firstly)
movements claiming to represent two fairly old ethnic groups both lay claim to their own
state over all or part of the same territory and (secondly) this claim seems to them to have
substantial legitimacy and some plausible chance of being implemented.”3 Such a “danger
zone” was present in Cyprus. He continues: “the brink of murderous cleansing is reached
when one of two scenarios plays out… The less powerful side is bolstered to fight rather
than to submit by believing that aid will be forthcoming from the outside--, usually from a
neighbouring state, perhaps its ethnic homeland state… The stronger side believes that it
has such an overwhelming military power and ideological legitimacy” that it can force
through its solution. With a few variations in detail, what Cyprus experienced is precisely this
“brink.” The question though is this: why did it not move to murderous ethnic cleansing when
all the conditions where there, including a range of atrocities?

A discerning reader will be struck in this report by the usage of “intensity” as an adequate
measure of the experiences of violence and war. There is no precise measurement--it
depends so much on character, personality, psychology and support networks. No matter
what preparation individuals might have had, no one is adequately prepared for the
experience of actual warfare and its implications. There were atrocities on the way but most
were not pre-planned. The troops involved in the invasion/intervention ʻcleared upʼ what had
to be ʻcleared upʼ on the way, stopping exactly at a pre-planned line (there was though a
hesitation around Famagusta). Greek Cypriots were gathered, exchanged or killed. Turkish
Cypriots in turn, were gathered, exchanged or killed. It was ruthless and ugly. What stopped
it from being a case of murderous ethnic cleansing?

The answer is usually ʻexternalʼ to the dispositions of Cypriots themselves. It was the
Invasion and Occupation or the Peace Operation (for Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots,
respectively) that halted the process. And the consequent balance of Terror-- if we kill theirs,
they will kill ours. What the broader study does, and this report gives a first glimpse of, is to
show that there could have been ʻinternalʼ restraints as well. Those first, militant ethno-
nationalists were not as hegemonic as their public self-confidence betrayed, and second,
that there were internal ethical constraints in both communities that disallowed murderous
excess. It allowed, at least in a third of our respondents, evasions of ethno-nationalist duty
(killing the other) and acts of kindness to others in mortal danger or flight. We shall return to
this in chapter 5 of the report.

2 Michael Mann. The Dark Side of Democracy- Explaining Ethnic Cleansing (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005).
3 Michael Mann. The Dark Side, p. 6.
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4 The victims of violence has been well-served in local scholarship: Mavratsas, Volkan, Papadakis, Hadjipavlou, Kaymak, Kızılyürek,
Peristianis and Loizos have devoted large chunks of their intellectual career deciphering aspects of this public construction of traumata
(see bibliography for specific titles). A critical engagement with their scholarship has to await the broader study.

5 See Piotr Sztompka, Trust, (Cambridge: University Press, 1999)

Second, the study confirms that there is a need to distinguish between powerful social
constructions of collective traumata and actual grief-work--the emotional work that allowed
people to get on with their lives after they experienced intense moments of violence as
victims or perpetrators, and sometimes as both.4 It has been an unexpected finding that
those who experienced the violence personally, intensely and devastatingly are more open
towards reconciliation than those who were at a distance from it (in other words experienced
it indirectly). This comes with a proviso: unless you had lost an immediate loved-one. Here,
the story becomes more complex. This experience proscribes the prospects of reconciliation
but does not cancel the prospects of co-existence or forgiveness.

Third, there is a need to balance hard and soft variables: oneʼs exposure in everyday life
and oneʼs lived experience do influence oneʼs dispositions and behaviour. Otherwise social
change would be unthinkable. Yet peopleʼs propensities to act or to be disposed towards
certain choices are not free-floating. They are constrained by prior forms of socialization
embedded in social structures and institutions. In this study we have separated ʼhardʼ
and ʻsoftʼ variables. Whereas the former refer to constraining, conditioning and institution-
linked factors, the latter refer to the experiential, to what one encounters, lives through and
learns from.5

The study found that there is a range of social variables that correlate well with swings
in dispositions towards or against reconciliation. Following from the above, these are: the
hard variables of class, age, gender, religion, refugeedom/non-refugeedom, and the soft
variables of exposure and experience such as involvement in bicommunal Non-
governmental Organisations (NGOs) and activities, involvement in civic and associational
life, strong or weak exposure to the ʻother side,ʼ forms of consumption of cultural goods and
ideas and, most importantly, traumatic experiences (Appendix II provide an overview of
studies of social structures). Put differently, the more intense the experience of traumas
through the violence was, the more open people are towards reconciliation. The more
distant in experience and age, the more closed to reconciliation. The study concludes that
there is much more space for social initiative and ʻrapprochementʼ than what the sceptics
seem to indicate.

The trend in social science and market research/opinion polls is to move towards what
we have termed the ʻsoft variablesʼ in explicating social experience. If we remained with the
soft variables, the study would have lost its substance. As we will demonstrate, class,
ethnicity, gender and so on, matter in a powerful way. The other way would have equally
been problematic: reading experience off the hard variables would have lost the nuance of
the study altogether. As above mentioned, the critical summation/analysis of the intensity,



6 In some cases these had not attended the same class.

and of the swing of dispositions above the norm has to be reformulated: Although there is
a significant space available for agentive initiatives towards reconciliation the constraints will
be hard if not harsh. Similarly, although the dispositions against reconciliation--let us say for
separation, division, taksim--are not as robust, their space for agentive action seems
narrower but strongly embedded in existing structures.

There is also a methodological reason why a report like this should be cautious: we
strove for a purposive approach that looked for proportional ʻcomplementarityʼ rather than
representativity. There is a need to cascade our results in full cognisance of the broader
demography of the island and its real stratification patterns. Although robust in what the
class structure was in the 1970s, this leaves serious gaps in the 2000s. It cannot reliably
say, for example, what the real dispositions are of the actually existing working class
(North or South at the moment). Such a study needs to be done and until it is done, caution
is the rule.

Furthermore, in the qualitative side of our effort we tried, to the best of our ability, to allow
ethnicity and differentiation to emerge as important variables from the interviews
themselves. That they did, in significant ways, is vital. What is also significant about the
peopleʼs response is that there are not two homogeneous clumps of people facing each
other: the variations within Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities are in many instances
more pronounced than their uniformities.

About Voices
The qualitative interviews captured 170 voices from the island. The heart of the study
consisted of 150 voices; 100 of 50-year-olds; 50 of the generation of their children. Using
the principles of complementarity and proportionality we interviewed an equal number of
Greek and Turkish Cypriots, men and women, and refugees/non-refugees. The further
principle of creating the list of possible interviewees was the identification of one person who
was in the 6th year of high school in the early 1970s. Through his or her help (a version of
ʻsnow-ballingʼ) another nine students in his or her final year were identified for interview.6
Such cohorts of classes had to be two per city (one Turkish Cypriot and one Greek Cypriot)
as schooling in the respective communities constituted a separate experience. The key
assumption in both communities was that the school was the only institution that mixed up
the rich and the poor, the urban and the rural in Cypriot society. This key assumption was
accurate: our respondents were born in the 1950s to the following households that compare
well with the stratification patterns on the island:

6 Prospects of Reconciliation, Co-Existence and Forgiveness in Cyprus in the Post-Referendum Period
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Spread of location
Apart from the spread of classes, the spread of cities gave the study unique strengths: it
captured voices from Nicosia (men and women from both communities), Limassol (Greek
Cypriot men, Turkish Cypriot women), Famagusta (Greek Cypriot men, Turkish Cypriot
women), Larnaca (Turkish Cypriot men, Greek Cypriot women) and Kyrenia (Turkish Cypriot
men, Greek Cypriot women). The blaring limitation, due to the lack of resources and time,
was Paphos. This will be corrected in the near future.

The younger cohort was constructed as follows: a child of one of the 50-year-olds from
every cluster who would in turn help with the construction of a list of interviewees from his
or her final-year high school class. As many had left for studies abroad we needed to include
other youngsters around 25 years old, although ensuring that the one to construct the list
had attended school in the city where the interviewees were from.

A further 20 interviewees were key people in bicommunal NGOs (10 from each community)
who functioned as a ʻcontrol groupʼ: as people who have substantive interactions across the
divide of the island.

In the first chapter of this report we outline some of the key findings, and, in order to
provide a backdrop, the basic frequencies of the study. In the second chapter we outline the
ʻhard variablesʼ that we established were significant, and in the third we turn to the ʻsoftʼ
variables. In the fourth we use some of the qualitative experiences and dispositions to
illustrate the kind of dialogue that is possible on the island and also the meaning of closure.
In chapter five we outline the relative weight between the variables to create an emotional
map of the stresses and strains of the current period, and create a composite portrait of the
two extremes of the current situation. In the ensuing conclusion, we outline what our study
allows us to say and what it does not.

7 Middle Class (A) - small business/traders; Middle Class (B) - middle class whose income is linked to professional/educational
qualifications; Upper Class –owners of large businesses/means of production.

Table 1. Stratification of Classes7

Class Category Percentage
Peasant 14.3
Working Class 28.6
Middle Class (A) 30.4
Middle Class (B) 19.9
Upper Class 6.8
Total 100



Key Findings
The broad frequencies are as follows:
Are there prospects of reconciliation on the island?
42.4% say yes
31.1% say no
26.5% say maybe

Was the partial opening of the borders appreciated?
64% are positive
24.2% are suspicious
11.8% are negative

Have people crossed to the other side?
56% have crossed more than five times
23.9% have crossed between 1 and 5 times
20.1% have not crossed the dividing line

Why did the last group not cross the divide?
54.3% out of principle
34.3% out of discomfort
11.4% out of lack of interest

What are the prospects for co-existence?
63.1% positive
30.6% negative
6.3% unsure

What are the prospects of forgiveness?
54.1% positive
27.7% negative
18.2% unsure

Where is the current period on the island heading towards?
38.8% closure
33.8% openness
27.5% not sure

STUDY FINDINGS

Chapter 1



What is the perceived degree of exposure to North/South?
47.2% limited
31.1% strong
21.7% none

What is the degree of encounters between Turkish Cypriots/Greek Cypriots?
21.1% strong
39.8% limited
39.1% none

We shall return to the significance of these broad findings later on in this report.
Facing the overwhelming mass of data, most of which was trivial, we decided to focus

only on the ʻsturdyʼ/ ʻchunky findingsʼ--i.e, those that varied dynamically upwards and
downwards from the studyʼs main frequencies or norms. That is, whether any one of the
categories/ variables was (and here we were as consistent as possible) above or below the
norm in percentage terms and after searching for significance in correlations (chapter 2).
For example, if a category, let us say on co-existence, had an average of 63.1% positive
responses, 30.6% negative and the rest ʻunsureʼ as the overall studyʼs average, we pursued
the correlations that pushed the average dynamically upwards or downwards.

After this, we had to observe that the only hard variables that were significant were the
ones of class/stratification; ethnicity; gender; age; religion and refugee-status. They departed
from the norm in powerful ways as shall be shown below. In terms of the ʻsofterʼ and
ʻexperiential variablesʼ, the following seemed very significant: consumption of cultural,
media-linked and symbolic goods; educational experiences; civic involvement; contact with
and exposure to cultural ʻothers,ʼ and finally, traumatic experiences of war and violence.

Before analysing our results it is important to provide a broader ʻportraitʼ of our
respondents and our findings.

Basic Frequencies
The following summarises in a descriptive way the main frequencies of our sample and
provides the backbone for the further correlations and analysis that will follow.

Family Structure at Birth
The absolute majority of our respondents were born in nuclear households (78.9%). Family
life involved a range of activities that traversed households but the economic/residential unit
has been nuclear since the 1950s

Social/Economic Classes
The class/stratification profile of our study is well spread. Most people were born into
families that were almost equally spread between the lower middle class of small
businessmen/women (30.4%) and the working class (28.6%). It is evident that in the 1950s,
the professional middle class constituted a smaller portion of the sample (19.9%). Crucial

Prospects of Reconciliation, Co-Existence and Forgiveness in Cyprus in the Post-Referendum Period10
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here is the continuous survival of a sizeable peasantry since the 1950s (14.3%). As was to
be expected, the ʻupper classʼ was a small slither of 6.8%. The study has been fortunate to
have a spread that roughly corresponds to a broader picture of the society during the late
colonial times.

Marital Status
The figures are self-evident: 64.6% of our respondents are married, 26.7% are single and
8.7% are divorced. The patterns are neither unpredictable nor puzzling. The divorcees all
belong to the ʻolder generationʼ of respondents.

Current Family Structure
The figures demonstrate a dramatic socio-historical shift: 90.1% of our respondents were
born in nuclear, but only 9.9% in extended, households. If compared with the figures for
“family structure at birth”, it is obvious that there has been a decline in extended households
on the island and a robust increase in nuclear-type residential arrangements. This does not
mean that the broader institution of the family (as an extended system of kinship) is in
decline, but that life and livelihood strategies are becoming more cellular.

Level of Study/Schooling
The figures capture the effects of the educational ʻrevolutionʼ on the island: 30.4% of our
interviewees have graduated from high school, 32. 3% have a university education and
25.5% have a postgraduate qualification (e.g. a Master degree). Although this is a trend
more vibrant in the younger generation than the older one, it is safe to say that since the
1970s, most of our respondents (of either of the two generations, and especially the older
ones) have placed a high premium on further education. It speaks of a highly literate
conglomeration of people on both sides of the divide.

Study/Schooling- Place
Most of the respondents schooled and studied in Cyprus (45.2%). However, tertiary
education was not available on the island for the older generation. This figure therefore
reflects an increasing trend, as this sector has expanded on both sides of the divide. Those
who studied outside Cyprus are divided among Turkey (19.1%), the United Kingdom (UK)
(14.6%), Greece (10.2%). The USA marks a recent preference, the rest (4.5%) or “other”
provide a fascinating spread between Eastern Europe and Lebanon (older generation) and
many European destinations (younger generation) (6.4%).

Current Social/Economic Class
Comparison of this category with the figures for “social/economic classes” above, reveals
the socioeconomic changes experienced on the island. First, there is a shift away from
peasant life (currently 0.7%) and, in terms of this sample, a radical mobility shift away from
the working class (currently 7.7%). In fact, those who still belong to the working class are
those who, despite increasing educational possibilities, have not managed to move up the
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stratification ladder. The category that has increased is the middle class of professionals
(currently 58.1%), who receive their income because of their education-- an educated ʻsalariat.ʼ
Proportionally, some have risen to upper-class status in the last 20 years (currently 9%).

Religious Involvement
The religious profile of our respondents reflects a secularization trend. About a quarter of
the population on both sides is not religious at all. The largest category (61.5%) is ʻcasualʼ
about religion; they broadly believe in a deity and attend very occasionally the church or the
mosque. Only 9.9% percent are active Christians or Moslems and furthermore, only 4.3%
are actually fully devoted, i.e. religion and worship are perceived as a total involvement.

Readership of Newspapers
That the majority (58.4%) are active readers of newspapers is no surprise. What is a
surprising finding in the study is that 41.6% claim that they are not active readers at all.

Orientation of Newspaper Reading
73.3% are active readers of centre-leaning newspapers. There is a larger readership of explicitly
left-wing newspapers (20.7%) than explicitly right-wing ones (6%). What was fascinating
was that left- and right-wing respondents preferred to read the centre-leaning press.

Music Preferences
People on both sides of the divide put a high premium on music. They listen to a variety of
styles and genres. What is interesting about the figures is the small number who listen to
ʻhome-grownʼ folk music (5%), and/or listen to one exclusive ʻspecificʼ type with dedication
(5.6%), i.e., they are total stylistic afficionados. Varied A (26.1%) and B (19.3%) reflect a
mix of popular music (varied A is within what is understood as Greek or Turkish music;
varied B is that combined with international popular music). All kinds (16.1%) refer to all
kinds of combinations but it also includes ʻrefined.ʼ Finally, refined (28%) is a preference for
classical European music together with serious Greek or Turkish compositional music.

Literature Readership
Not many people read extensively, in fact, most are not active readers at all (49.7%). And
of those who read, only 26.7% read refined literature; 23.6% read thrillers and popular
romantic stories.

TV Viewing
The figures reflect an obvious point. The overwhelming majority (90.1%) actively watches
TV, which as a medium has overtaken the printed press.

Radio
Only a small majority listens to the radio actively (51.3%).
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Migration/Immigration
Migration or immigration has been in the main short term. A significant 26.3% of our
respondents have spent less than two years living abroad and only 8.1% have spent more
than that (but definitely less than a decade). There is, in other words, a substantial number
of people on the island who have spent non-study times working and living in another
country.

Travelling
People have travelled and continue to travel extensively as tourists and for business
purposes. Although most see themselves as occasional travellers (59%), this is a hair-
splitting distinction--they donʼt go every year to broader destinations. That there are 38.5%
who do, is a significant factor.

Exposure to ʻOthersʼ
If we compare the findings here with the figures for “migration/immigration” and “travelling,”
a necessary nuance announces itself: most people, despite the above, have not made
friends (58.7%), have not cultivated associates (16.8%) or meaningful contacts (5.8%)
outside the island. It speaks to a critical mass of a population that is xenagoric, xenagogic
(to coin untested words) but not necessarily xenophilic. Nevertheless, a large number do
make friends/contacts abroad. (See discussion below.)

Participation in Socio-Political Organizations
Only 19.3% are active in a real sense; 20.5% are partially active, whereas the majority is
not (60.2%). This is a case of emphasis: compared to many societies the degree of activism
is definitely greater, but as an index of local political energy, activism is not a majority
phenomenon.

Participation in Voluntary/Civil Society Associations
The figures show that 20.5% of our respondents are active, 34.2% are to some extent, while
45.3% are not active.8 Civic involvement fares better than political activism--more people
tend to involve themselves in local issues, charities, professional associations and, in fewer
cases, NGOs.

Exposure to the Other Side--North/South
Most respondents (47.2%) claim a limited exposure to the ʻother side.ʼ Yet, it is remarkable
that 31.1% claim a strong exposure so soon after border controls have been relaxed. 21.7%
claim no exposure at all.

8 This number is affected by the selection of 20 interviewees from the NGO sector.
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Intensity of Encounters with the ʻOtherʼ
It is significant (if compared with figures for “Exposure to the Other Side” above) that
exposure does not necessarily translate into a strong sense of encounter with people on the
other side. Thus, more respondents claim either a limited (39.8%) or no (39.1%) intensity to
their North/South encounters, while only 21.1% felt a strong sense of encounter.

Crossing the Border
The majority (56%) have crossed the dividing line more than five times, and 23.9% have
made fewer than five crossings. Only 20.1% have not crossed the historical boundary at all.

Reasons for Not Crossing
Of those who did not cross (see above) most (54.3%) did not do so out of ʻprinciple.ʼ There
is also a serious number (34.3%) who feel uncomfortable and insecure about doing so. A
small percentage (11.4%) claimed lack of interest as their reason for not crossing.

Reasons for Crossing

Table 2. Why do people cross
Why do you cross the border Yes No response
Visiting People 11.8 88.2
Chance Encounters 18.2 81.8
Exchanging Views and Ideas 23.5 76.5
Cooperation 30.6 69.4
Visiting Friends 28.8 71.2
Tourism and Pleasure 64.7 35.3
Visiting House and Property 44.7 55.3

By a large margin, most people cross for purposes of tourism and pleasure; for those who
refuse to cross on principle, this reasoning is most irksome. An expected finding was that,
with very few exceptions, most refugees have crossed to revisit their houses or property.
Only 11.8% of respondents claimed that visiting people on the other side was a motivation
for crossing. However, a slightly larger percentage (18.2%) wanted to cross to speak to
people in general and find out something about the ʻother sideʼ, and an even larger number
wanted to cross in order to exchange views and ideas and discuss issues (23.5%). We
found that 30.6% crossed the borderline for business purposes and joint projects that
involve cooperation across the divide, and this would also include bi-communal initiatives.
This finding, together with the 28.8% who crossed to visit friends, indicates clearly that
social interaction has increased.
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Impressions of North/South
When asked for their overall impressions of the ʻother side,ʼ most respondents were positive
(40.3%), although 26.6% expressed negative feelings, while 19.5% were passive and
13.6% cautious.

Experiences of Violence: the 1950s
Most of the older generation in our sample did not experience intense violence in the 1950s
(76.6%). Only 23.4% claimed to have lived through intense violence.

Experiences of Violence: the 1960s
The intensity of such violent experiences increases to 54.1% in the 1960s as the escalation
of conflict leads to serious forms of polarization. Yet 45.9% state that their experience of
violence was not intense.

Encounters Between TC/GC in the ʻOld Daysʼ
The myth of a golden age of good bicommunal relationships before the troubles has to be
modulated. It is significant that 28.7% had such relationships, but the majority had either few
(41.7%) or none (29.6%).

Quality of Encounters in the ʻOld Daysʼ
Nevertheless, when questioned on the quality of their relationships at that time, most
respondents (41.2%) claim that they were positive. Yet, the percentage of ʻpositiveʼ
claimants captured in this table is more than the number who had relationships of any note
(see preceding section). 23.7% claimed negative relationship while 35.1% said they were
neutral.

Experiences of Violence: 1974
A significant 32.1% of our respondents had direct involvement in the violence and war of
1974. This, as shall be shown below, correlates highly with male respondents. The
remaining 67.9% had no involvement with violence during this time.

Evaluation of Partition Years
Very few respondents (13.6%) think that what occurred through partition has had positive
outcomes. The overwhelming majority, 86.4%, believe that partition has had a negative
outcome. The interpretation of this finding has to await the qualitative exposition of data.

Participation in Violence
Of those who experienced the post-independence hardships intensely, 28.4% were involved
as mobilised perpetrators; 32.1% were its direct victims. A third category claimed to have
suffered the indirect consequences of all this intra-ethnic violence (39.4%).
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Traumatic Experiences

Table 3. Traumatic Experiences 1974
Categories Percentage
Displacement 16
Loss of Loved One 6.9
Immediate Trauma 19.8
Trauma Mediated A 8.4
Trauma Mediated B 6.1
Affected 32.8
None 9.9
Total 100

This table captures what the respondents themselves identified as their most traumatic
experience of 1974. It speaks for itself. The categories ʻMediated Trauma Aʼ and ʻMediated
Trauma Bʼ attempt to distinguish between those whose trauma was experienced through
stories told by their immediate kin about what happened to them or others (A), from those
who heard or read about events as they were unfolding (B).

Ensuing Years
In their evaluation of the years post-1974, most respondents felt that economically,
educationally and socially their conditions on the island have improved (58.8%). 23.7% feel
conditions have deteriorated, while 17.5% experience life as the same.

Perceptions of Generational Differences
An overwhelming number of respondents (90.4%) claim that the two generations of parents
and children and of elders and youth are totally different from each other. The rest (9.6%)
see no difference in the generations.

Opening of Borders: Perceptions
When questioned on the border opening, most people on the island think that the partial
opening of border-points has been a positive move (64%). A minority look at this
development with suspicion (24.2%), and an even smaller number view it negatively (11.8%)

Prospects of Reconciliation
The data is clear: 31.1% think that there are no prospects for reconciliation on the island,
while 28% are quite unsure about it. However, the majority, 41.1%, think that there are such
prospects.
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Prospects of Co-existence
Here again, the clear majority (63.1%) believe and are open to the possibility of co-existence
on the island. 30.6% feel there are no such prospects, and 6.3% are unsure.

Prospects of Forgiveness
Similarly, the majority of respondents believe that forgiveness is possible: 54.1%. Only
27.7% cannot forgive, while 18.2% are unsure.

Prospects of Solution in the post-Referendum Period
Yet, notwithstanding the above positive outlook on forgiveness, reconciliation, co-existence,
more people (38.8%) feel that the current period is moving towards closure, with few
prospects of a satisfactory solution. 33.8% see openness and 27.5% are not sure.



In this chapter the importance of class and stratification, of ethnicity, of gender, of age, of
religion and of refugee status will be amplified in order to show how they modulate our
respondentsʼ dispositions. As mentioned above, they are the only variables that shift

responses in a dynamic way.

Class Matters
On the prospects of reconciliation there is a stronger correlation between the respondents
who were members of an established middle class in the 1970s (as opposed to the current
middle class).

Slightly below that in frequency, there were members of an established upper class or
working class in the same period. This is echoed in the new middle class, whose
distinguishing feature is their education.

The most vulnerable in terms of any reconciliation are primarily members of the current
working class; they are joined by members of the new upper class and people of old
peasant descent.

Despite the necessary caution, demanded by the actual sample, the wildest sway (18
percentiles) is in the current working class-- i.e., those who have remained stuck throughout
this amazing process of mobility in society North and South of the partitionʼs borders. There,
you will find the most acute levels of resentment and insecurity, and negative feelings
towards reconciliation.

Significant also would be the shift in the upper classes-- the new members of the upper
class have had enough impact to shift the percentile towards the negative. As is obvious,
their wealth is particularly tied to the existing status quo and they do view reconciliation as
ʻbalderdash.ʼ

Upper Class
In the main they are suspicious of reconciliation, tending to think that this is not possible.
They are also ambiguous about any prospects of co-existence. Yet, they are more than
ready (24.3% swing) to forgive and forget and ʼget on with it.ʼ They are equally uncertain
whether the current situation is about closure or openness. As for exposure, they have been
the most active group crossing from North to South and vice versa.

Here, there is a differentiation between the old members of this class and the new ones.
The difference is threefold: they are more open towards reconciliation; they believe that co-
existence is possible; but they believe that the new developments have led to closure.

THE HARD VARIABLES

Chapter 2
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Although there are ideological differences between old and new wealth, there is
convergence between them that the status quo is the most plausible solution.

This finding is vital, because it precludes what many social analysts have termed “elite-
pacting,” which is seen as a prerequisite in negotiated transitions. Granted, there is a small
percentage that is more open to the above modalities of a solution, and there might be a
coincidence between them and an enormous socioeconomic influence, but a study of this
nature could not assess that at all. What the study could lead us to is that, at least in
absolute numbers, such a group would be miniscule.

New Middle Class
This class is defined as those whose salaried income depends on their educational capital
as professionals and intellectuals. They seem to be the most dynamic stratum in Cypriot
society and the most fascinating in terms of oscillation in their dispositions. They do, in the
main, think that there are prospects for reconciliation.

More importantly, amongst them (74.3%- the largest percentile swing) there is a strong
belief that co-existence (more than reconciliation) is possible. They are more circumspect
about whether forgiveness can be achieved and they are the most insistent stratum claiming
that recent developments are leading to closure.

Unlike others, they did not cross the borders obsessively (only 4% swing above the
median), but they have formed strong impressions. Among them are the most active bi-
communal activists, so their caution about prospects is animated by reciprocal experience.

There is a core differentiation in their midst: those who were raised in such a class in the
1970s, versus those who are a product of the qualifications/educational experience that
followed. We found that the former are more negative about prospects of co-existence or
forgiveness.

Traditional Middle Class
Although a broad stratum of anything from small to medium shopkeepers, clerks and
government employees, they show a remarkable consistency in dispositions. The old
variety, of the 1950s, is the most upbeat about reconciliation. In both communities there was
cooperation and in some cases reciprocal and intertwined business interests. Also, many
employees of the colonial administration worked together, knew each other and, although
culturally differentiated, they did not seem to harbour extensive hostilities. In fact the
descendants from such families are the most open to reconciliation. Even though their ranks
have swelled in the ensuing years from upwardly mobile people from the working class or
the peasantry, they still tend to think (2-3% above the norm) that reconciliation could be on
the cards.

The old stock, if we call them that are most definite about co-existence-- it could happen
again. This plummets overall, however, when the new recruits, i.e., the current middle class
is examined. Overall, the old and the new combined would tend to cluster around the
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“unsure” category. This is understandable because they are at risk in terms of livelihoods
and it is unclear to all how co-existence will pan out economically. This does not stop either
cohort from being more positive that forgiveness might be on the cards.

When asked about where the current period is leading us, the “old” remains upbeat:
there is openness, there are horizons. By contrast, the new combined is split down the
middle: the new incumbents tend to surmise that there is closure, with the old remaining
upbeat. This carries over to their propensity to cross the border: the old have been very
active past the checkpoints, the new, not so.

Ethnicity Matters
Being a Greek Cypriot or Turkish Cypriot is a significant variable that predisposes people to
have different life-chances, experiences and interpretations. But it is not so in a primordial
sense, as there is a radical differentiation within each community and often significant forms
of commonality exist across the ethnic divide.

Both communities are well educated. This was not the case 50 years back when our
older generation was born. The high levels of literacy are common to both communities all
the way to a Bachelorʼs university degree. There are differences however: there are more
Turkish Cypriots than Greek Cypriots who have not studied beyond high school (36.5% as
opposed to 23.5%). There are more Greek Cypriots who pursue postgraduate studies than
there are Turkish Cypriots (32.9% as opposed to 17.6%). Both communities have a higher
education profile than any on the United Nations Development Programʼs list of “developing
societies” and of the respective motherlands, Greece and Turkey. Another key difference is
that most Turkish Cypriots complete their education on the island, whereas most Greek
Cypriots complete their university education abroad (UK, USA and other European or, in the
1970s, eastern European countries).

Both communities are not as religious as common sense might make one assume. This
common sense is shared by our respondents: Greek Cypriots believe that Turkish Cypriots
are very religious and Turkish Cypriots believe that Greek Cypriots are very religious. In fact,
only 9.4% in each community are actively religious. There is a further 8.2% of Greek
Cypriots who are more than active- they are devotees and live their life completely
according to scripture and around the church. There are no Turkish Cypriots in our study
who have similar levels of devotion. There are also more Greek Cypriots who stipulate “no
religion” as opposed to Turkish Cypriots (30.6% as opposed to 16.5%). Most people across
the divide are casual believers (they believe but they do not go to the mosque or the church
or even if they do this is on rare occasions).

Although both communities have travelled and lived overseas, Greek Cypriots are more
“outgoing” and internationally exposed than Turkish Cypriots. 88.2% of Turkish Cypriots
have not lived overseas for either short or long periods. (This has to be read against the fact
that proportionally more Turkish Cypriots have immigrated permanently to the UK than
Greek Cypriots.) Only 36.9% of Greek Cypriots have not lived for a short or long period
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overseas. Furthermore, most Greek Cypriots are frequent travellers, whereas Turkish
Cypriots are only occasional ones. Although through these travels both communities have
“associates” overseas, it is only Greek Cypriots in the main who are not only exposed, but
in 35.4% of the cases have meaningful contacts and friends. This is also linked to the fact
that 77.6% of Turkish Cypriots claim no meaningful exposure to “others,” whereas only
35.4% of Greek Cypriots claim this.

The outcome of the interviews showed clearly that travelling per se does not necessarily
broaden or change mindsets. Travelling in general did not increase openness for
reconciliation with the other side.

There are similar forms of exposure to the mass media, to music, to literature and to
leisure-time activities. The only variation is in the readership of newspapers. Although the
bulk of respondents are concentrated around the “centre right and left”-type of newspapers,
more Turkish Cypriots (25.9% as opposed to 12.2%) are regular readers of left papers.
Similarly there are more Greek Cypriot readers of newspapers of the right than there are
Turkish Cypriots. Such a readership among Greek Cypriots is just above 10%. The
fascinating inference is that Greek Cypriots of the political left (more or less a third of our
Greek Cypriot respondents) tend to prioritise the reading of centre-linked newspapers like
Politis and Fileleftheros. Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots are as inactive or active in
political organizations (see below) where there is a difference in that the former tend to be
more active in civic life and voluntary associations.

The historical experience of the last 50 years weighs differently in the dispositions of the
two communities. In fact, the sharp distinctions of ethnicism; and division were produced
during those years. The 1950s though had a more pronounced effect on Greek Cypriots
than they had on Turkish Cypriots. 35.7% of Greek Cypriots were directly affected and
experienced extreme situations during the anti-colonial struggle and its consequences, as
against 13.3% of Turkish Cypriots. The intensity of the 1960s and 1970s affected the
majority of our respondents. These extreme experiences and their traumata have to await
our full qualitative study.

What is varied is the interpretation of what the everyday relationships between the two
communities were in the 1950s and 1960s-- during the times of our elder cohortsʼ childhood
and adolescence. Here Turkish Cypriots (38.3%) seemed to remember knowing and
interacting with many Greek Cypriots as opposed to Greek Cypriots (16.7%) remembering
such interactions. The majority seemed to have had little or no interaction. Yet the majority
of Greek Cypriots claim that interactions were positive (62.1%) as against Turkish Cypriots
(21.7% positive). The dominant view among Turkish Cypriots (55%) is that such interactions
were neither positive nor negative, but rather, neutral.

What is very significant is the post-1974 period. For most Turkish Cypriots (83.3%) their
quality of life improved after a period of hardship; nevertheless, at the same time, for the
majority (78.2%) the consequences of partition were negative. By contrast, only 27% of
Greek Cypriots believe that their quality of life has improved and 94.9% believe that the
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consequences of 1974 have been negative. 54% of Greek Cypriots believe that their quality
of life has deteriorated. This view is articulated despite the clear awareness that economic
growth and prosperity have increased.

Both communities see the “Opening of the Borders” in a positive light (69.4% Turkish
Cypriots, 56.5% Greek Cypriots), and the same number on both sides-- a minority of 17.6%-
- view it with suspicion. This is where the similarities end: more Greek Cypriots believe that
they have had a strong exposure to the North than Turkish Cypriots have had to the South
(41.2% and 21.2%, respectively); more Turkish Cypriots have had no exposure to the South
than Greek Cypriots to the North. (30.6% to 11.8%, respectively). Although the majority
articulate a sense that their exposure to the other was limited, a strong Greek Cypriot
minority feel that the encounters have been strong and meaningful.

“Crossing the line” (or the border) is also ethnically differentiated. More Greek Cypriots
(37.3%) as opposed to Turkish Cypriots (4.7%) have not crossed the border.

Many more Turkish Cypriots (74.1%) have crossed the border more than 5 times as
opposed to Greek Cypriots (34.9%). Those who did not cross among the Greek Cypriots did
not do so “in principle,” whereas Turkish Cypriots claimed a “lack of interest.” Those who
crossed did so primarily for “tourism and pleasure” and for “visiting home or property.” The
next important categories for Turkish Cypriots have to do with joint projects (42.4%) and
meeting friends (38.8%). These categories are much lower in percentage terms among
Greek Cypriots.

Both communitiesʼ impressions of the “other side” are generally positive (48.1% of Greek
Cypriots, 30.5% of Turkish Cypriots). A strong section of Greek Cypriots (32.1%) left with
negative impressions as against Turkish Cypriots (22.0%). Many Turkish Cypriots are
cautious in passing any judgement.

There is a similar proportion of people on both sides who are unsure about prospects of
reconciliation on the island. The majority of Greek Cypriots (49.4%),believe that it is
possible, whereas a significant percentage (35.3%) of Turkish Cypriots agree. More Turkish
Cypriots (37.6%) believe that it will not be possible as against Greek Cypriots (22.4%)

The view that co-existence (for its meanings see below) on the island is possible yields
larger majorities on both sides. This is particularly marked among Greek Cypriots (72.9%)
and is robust enough among Turkish Cypriots (52.4%). More Turkish Cypriots than Greek
Cypriots believe that forgiveness is possible (64.3% and 45.2%, respectively).

Finally, more Greek Cypriots than Turkish Cypriots believe that the current period is
leading to “closure” (45.9% as opposed to 34.5% respectively). More Turkish Cypriots
believe that the current period is about open-ness than Greek Cypriots. (40.5% as opposed
to 24.7%).

Gender Matters
Being a man or a woman is also an important variable. It defines different life-chances,
experiences and dispositions. It does so despite class stratification, ethnicity and age.
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Although women are as university-level educated as men, fewer of them continue with
postgraduate studies. Their studies are also more Cyprus-bound than menʼs. They also tend
to be more religious than men, spend less time on reading newspapers, travel less and
migrate occasionally; yet there are significant numbers of them that are as well exposed as
their male counterpart. In general, young Greek Cypriot women are more religious than
young Turkish Cypriot women (all Turkish Cypriot women are not religious, but 66% of
Greek Cypriot young women are religious).

They are also less involved in civic life and voluntary associations and in political
organizations. Save in the 1950s, women were less involved in direct violence and extreme
situations. Again, this must not be exaggerated as womenʼs frequencies in active categories
are anything between 8-12% less than men.

Men tend to perceive that they have stronger forms of exposure North and South (38.2%
as opposed to 23.5%) and have had more meaningful encounters with Cypriots from the
“other side” (29.2% as opposed to 13.6%); women have been more prudent about crossing
the border and they constitute the majority of non-crossers and the minority of frequent
crossers. Unlike men who have not crossed “in principle,” women tend not to cross because
of “discomfort”. Womenʼs stated reasons for crossing are to a lesser extent than menʼs
about “tourism and pleasure,” and slightly more than menʼs about “visiting house and
property.” Womenʼs impressions of the other side are, like menʼs, mostly positive, yet more
of them are unsure about the opening of the border points.

Unlike the men (62.3%), who observe that there has been an improvement in their
quality of living since 1974, women (44.4%) see their lives either to have deteriorated or
remained the same.

Crucial are the differences on the prospects of reconciliation: 48.3% of men as opposed
to 35.8% of women see such prospects in a positive light. Its converse, 34.6% of women as
opposed to 25.8% of men, see no such prospects. Similarly, 70.8% of men see co-existence
as possible as opposed to 53.8% of women. Its converse, 36.3% of women as opposed to
23.6% of men, see no such prospects. 60.2% of men see forgiveness as possible as
opposed to 48.8% of women; 35% of women as against 19.3% see no such prospects.
Finally, 46.3% of women see the current period moving towards closure as opposed to
34.8% of men.

Women, in short, are more cautious and more socially insecure about most of the
elements that constitute an emotional overcoming of the past. Women are also more prone
than men to describe the “crossing of the border” as a negative experience and less prone
than men to describe it as a positive one. There is a real gender difference about the safety
with which such boundaries are crossed. This is repeated across all categories-- from the
propensity to forgive to prospects of co-existence.
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Age Matters
The educational experiences of the two generations diverge: the opportunities for the older
generation to study in Cyprus beyond high school were not readily available. As the 1980s
unfolded so did the tertiary education sector on both sides of the divide become more robust
and absorb a larger proportion of scholars. It is no surprise that the majority of our youth
cohort (64%) studied on the island.

Turkey as a destination for Turkish Cypriots therefore decreases. Greece as a
destination decreases as well. The UK increases as a destination among the youth and so
does the USA. Interestingly, the “other” category, made up of countries in the Soviet bloc
and/ or Beirut, declines significantly.

There is a difference in the reading patterns between the generations-- as concerns
newspapers most respondents read centre-orientated newspapers, be they centre-left or
right. Yet, this is particularly so within the younger cohort (84.5%) as opposed to the older
one (70.3%). More elders (22.8%) read left-linked papers as opposed to the youth cohort
(6.7%), and within the minority who read right-linked papers, youth readership is slightly
higher (6.9%-8.9%, respectively).

Generally, the youth appear to be less politically involved than the generation of their
elders: 72% are politically inactive as against 57.1%. The opposite dimension is obvious: of
the minority who is active, the elders (21.9%) are more involved than the younger ones (14%).

The older cohort claims a stronger exposure to the other side (North-South): 31.4% as
opposed to 12%. The younger cohort claims no exposure: 34% as opposed to 18.1%. The
majority in both cohorts claim limited exposure. A similar pattern is repeated for the degree
of encounters with people on the other side: 50% of youth claim no encounters as against
37.1% of the older generation.

Although most people in both age cohorts have crossed the partition line more than five
times (53.3% and 46.9%, respectively), more youth (30.6% as against 19%) have not
crossed over at all. The reasons for not crossing are the same between the generations.

As regards the reasons for crossing, the only difference is an obvious one: more 50-
year-olds cross over for business and/or cooperation-related work than youth. Their
impressions do not vary much.

The most important difference between the two generations has to do with the obvious:
the younger ones were not born at the time of intense conflict--so although they could claim
that they had been “affected,” or even (12%) lost a loved one (although 36% claim that they
hadnʼt been affected at all), they would had been affected in a mediated way: through what
they had been told by their kin and through what they had learnt through the official media,
the school and their peer groups. They did not experience the conflict, the war and the
violence in its visceral intensity. There is no one in the older generation who had not been
affected in profound ways.

Their interpretations differ radically about the post-1974 period. The majority of the
elders (59%) think that the whole post-war and partition period (and as was seen earlier it
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was a period of economic mobility and success) was one of improvement. No youth in our
sample thinks that. The overwhelming majority (80%) think that it was a period of
deterioration on the island. Only 25.7% of the elders would agree with that.

There is hardly any difference between the two generations as regards positive
dispositions towards reconciliation (40-41%), but there is a difference in negative
dispositions: of the younger generation, 38% are inclined to such opinions as against 28.6%
among the elders. What is also evident is that more elders fall within a “maybe” category
(32.4% as against 22%).

Youth (65%) more than elders (57.7%) are positive about prospects of co-existence
instead. More youths (34.7%) than elders (32.7%) are certain that forgiveness is not
possible. The opposite scale is evident too: more elders (58.7%) than youth (42.9%) think
that forgiveness is possible.

Finally, the younger generation (46%) think that the current period is leading to closure
whereas more elders (34.6%) think that the possibilities of a solution are more open.

Religion Matters
In general, the more educated, the less religious; the less educated, the more religious-- that
is the simplest summary of a basic correlation between the two variables. People who have
only finished high school are the majority of the ”devotee” and “active believer” categories.

The more active believers read newspapers way above the studyʼs average--the
difference between active readership and an inactive one is large (62.5% as against 37.5%).
All other religious categories, including those who have claimed no religion, are closer to a
50-50% situation. In fact, the most populous category, those who are only casually religious,
stands at 49.5% active as opposed to 50.5% inactive. The overwhelming majority of active
believers read centre-linked newspapers. And although devotees have a similar profile,
none of them read newspapers of the right, and a small number of them read newspapers
of the left.

The more religious, the less exposure there is to “others” during travelling or short-term
immigration/migration. The less religious show exactly the obverse.

The more religious, the less involved in political organizations–the only exception is in
the category of “some involvement” among the active believers. A similar pattern emerges
in terms of involvement in civic life and voluntary associations. The less religious, the more
politically and socially involved the respondents are.

The more religious, the weaker the exposure North/South of the border and the weaker
the encounters with people.

The differentiation of religious inclinations correlates well with frequencies in crossing
borders. The most frequent border-crossers are those who claim no religious belief or those
(51.9%) who claim “casual” religious orientations. Whereas devotees are more strongly
correlated no crossing; about a third of active believers have not crossed over and slightly
more than a third (37.5%) have crossed more than five times. The overwhelming majority of
them (80% and 75%, respectively) have not crossed the borderline out of principle.
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Whether respondents were active or casual believers or non-religious, their main reason
for crossing the border was for “tourism and pleasure”; by contrast, no devotees have listed
that as any reason or preoccupation. There is a clear line between devotees and active
believers on the one side, and casual and non-religious on the other. The latter (25-29%)
also list visiting friends or being involved in business and cooperative initiatives on the other
side. The former do not.

Yet this line between active believers and casual/non-religious changes around
impressions of the “other side”-- devotees join the casual believers and non-religious in
having positive impressions about life on the other side, whereas only 18.8% of the active
believers think so. Indeed, 56.3% of them have negative impressions.

There is very little in terms of how intensely the conflict and violence of the 1950s, 1960s
and 1970s was experienced that correlates strongly with intensities of faith, save one
important variation from the norm: 70% of those who are active believers claim that the 1960s
were particularly intense--they would have been 8-16 years old then. Did that experience in
those crucial years shape them as active believers, or did their active believing as Christians
or Moslems shape them in a way to feel what was happening around them with increased
intensity? There is evidence for both in the qualitative interviews of this study.

On one topic there is a clear divide between devotees and active believers, between
those who possess a religious worldview and the casually religious or non-believers: their
qualitative assessment of whether life since the 1970s has improved on the island. The
former believe that the quality of life has deteriorated, whereas the latter believe that it has
improved. There are more active believers (although even here this is an absolute minority
as well, a mere 27.3%) who argue that the consequences of 1974 were positive. Those
who are casual believers see the opening of the borders in a more positive light than those
who are active (58.9% and 43.8%, respectively).

Again, in terms of prospects for reconciliation the divide seems to be between those who
have claimed no religion and, surprisingly, devotees versus the active and casually religious
(they are a few percentiles below the studyʼs average). Most resistance to reconciliation
would be found though in the actively religious category, where 50% see no such prospects.

On the prospects of co-existence and forgiveness all categories show majorities that
think that these are possible. And the respondents do not vary much from the study average
on their assessments of where the situation is leading us at the moment.

The obvious conclusion is that religion is an important variable that swings dispositions
in a variety of ways, but it is not a source of trends that threaten to become a fundamentalist
social movement and, most certainly, it is not about the profile each community ascribes to
the other. Although secular trends are stronger among Turkish Cypriots than Greek
Cypriots, the majority in both communities is only casually religious.
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Refugeedom Matters
It matters whether you had been a refugee and displaced or not. Differentiation starts from
the fact that more non-refugees managed to pursue university or tertiary-level studies than
refugees. A far larger proportion of refugees (41.7% as against 26.7%) have only finished
high school studies. Similarly, more refugees have completed their education in Cyprus
rather than abroad (53% as against 43%). Also, 75% of them had no experience of living
abroad as against 56.7% of non-refugees, and of those who did for a short duration, they
were far fewer than non-refugees (16.7% as opposed to 34.4%).

As a cohort, refugees tend to read less of the left- and right-leaning papers than others
(see below); they are less active in civic, social and political organizations than others; and
although they have been crossing the borderline slightly more than others and more
frequently than others, they tend to feel that their encounters with people are limited. There
are only 18.3% who have not crossed.

A crucial differentiation is among those who have not crossed: whereas 57.7% of those
who have not crossed on principle are among the non-refugees, only 36.4 of the non-
crossing refugees asserted this. The majority (45.5%) did not do so because of “discomfort.”

The overwhelming majority of refugees (75%) visited the other side to revisit their lost
house and property, their neighbourhood, village or town. This was to be expected. Also, an
almost comparable majority (73.3%) has continued to do so for tourism and pleasure (as
against 57.8% of non-refugees). Their impression of the “other side” is different from non-
refugees: while the majority of refugees (44.1%) have gleaned positive impressions, the
majority of non-refugees (32.1%) took only negative impressions from their crossings.

Refugees believe that in the past--in the 1950s and early 1960s-- there were encounters
between the two communities. Fewer refugees believe that there were no encounters
(22.5%) as opposed to non-refugees (43.3%). Most of the non-refugees (36.2%) believe
that such encounters were negative, whereas only 15% of refugees believe so. The majority
of refugees are divided between whether such encounters were positive or neutral (42.5%).

Furthermore, 97.5% of refugees believe that the consequences of 1974 have been
negative. While only 2.5% of refugees believe that the consequences were positive, this
increases to 23.7% in the non-refugee category.

As was to be expected, the primary trauma identified by refugees (36%) was the
experience of displacement. An important minority (20%) described more immediate and
specific traumas that were even more traumatic than displacement.

Despite the obvious economic success and rising life-chances in the ensuing period,
more refugees (45% as opposed to 20%) believe that their quality of life has deteriorated.
The obverse also holds: 64.6% of non-refugees believe that their quality of life has
improved. Among refugees this is only shared by 37.5%

More non-refugees see the opening of borders in a negative light than refugees--31.1%
as against 18.3%.
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More refugees (41.7%) than non-refugees (34.4%) believe that reconciliation is possible,
although another 34.4% of non-refugees think that reconciliation “may be” possible. Where
refugees are more circumspect and below the general positive picture, of possible
coexistence 56.7% (below the studyʼs average) think it is possible, and 38.3% (above the
studyʼs average) think it is not possible.

Refugees more than Non-Refugees tend to believe that forgiveness is possible (57.6% to
48.9%) More Non-Refugees than Refugees think that it is not possible (35.6% as against 22%).

On the current period, refugees are slightly less optimistic than others, but the percentile
swing is small- 3.4%.



Capital: Exposure to Media and Symbolic Goods
The facts are clear: most people, whether in the North or the South of the island, watch TV
(90.1%) and are not active readers of literature. And, if they do read, they read in equal
proportions refined and popular texts. Both sides listen to a lot of music, but only a small
majority (51.3%) actively listens to the radio. Newspapers fare better than radio listening
(58.4%)--but a surprising 41.6% do not read newspapers at all. Those who do are
concentrated around the centre-leaning press (centre-left, centre-right). There is an active
(20.7%) left and a (5%) right readership.

These soft variables are vital because unlike the hard ones like class, ethnicity or gender
(about which you can do very little) they can approximate a degree of choice. There is an
“off” button on the TV, radio or CD-player; there is a choice of titles on the newspaper stand
and a book can always be put down or its pages used for rolling cigarettes. There is also a
strong “common sense” idea and a strong scholarly assumption that they are important
markers for any study of attitudes, worldviews and dispositions.

The common-sense is that the mass media are all-powerful to the degree of
“brainwashing.” Even if they are not, they are influential, and a tremendous share of
economic and social resources is spent in using them to inform and influence public opinion.
The scholarly assumption pertains to an understanding of cultural formation. Tastes in
reading, viewing and listening reveal societal distinctions and predispositions. Since the
work of Pierre Bourdieu in France, it has been almost routine to inquire about the
relationship between worldviews and dispositions not only in relation to “economic capital”
(i.e, class or stratum) but also of “cultural capital.”

Our research tried to serve both purposes. The first one has been badly served: TV,
although overwhelmingly dominant in peopleʼs lives, does not shape peopleʼs
predispositions towards symphiliosis or uzlaşma. Neither did the qualitative information we
have gathered about the nature and choice of viewing help much. At best, where TV has
been vital is in framing what the main public issue is-- important enough--but it does not
correlate with dispositional differentiation or massification of ideas. Other media do this in a
stronger way.

Looking at the correlation of “cultural capital” variables with propensities towards
reconciliation, co-existence or forgiveness, there are at first some puzzling swings above
the “average.” The strongest upwards swing towards positive attitudes to reconciliation
relates to people who are active readers of “refined” literature (serious novels, the classics,

THE SOFT VARIABLES

Chapter 3
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poetry). The swing is 17% above the norm. As regards co-existence the swing increases to
37% above the norm, and as regards forgiveness it is 28% above the norm. This category
is to be found in both generations. Whereas the 50-year-old readership is from all classes,
in the younger generation it is strongly related to the new middle class and to post-graduate
education.

An equally strong grouping, but also small in numbers (20.7%), is a cohort that primarily
reads the left press. As was noted in the previous section on ethnicity, it is primarily made
up of Turkish Cypriot readers (Greek Cypriots on the left tend to read centre newspapers
like Politis and Fileleftheros). On reconciliation, the upward pull is 13.8%, and increases by
17.5% on co-existence and 22.6% on the prospects of forgiveness.

A third group is made up of listeners and aficionados of specific local music styles and
folk music, although they also listen to broader laika and arabasque styles. This is a very
small group of active listeners (5.6%) of the sample. The swing is upward by 14% on
reconciliation and co-existence, and by 6% on the prospects of forgiveness.

A fourth group is made up of all kinds of cosmopolitan music tastes, from international
rock/pop/world music styles to local and to Greek and Turkish music. They constituted
16.1% of the sample. They were just above the average by 6% on all counts.

Radio listening differentiates dispositions slightly: the only discernible category that
indicates a swing upwards in dispositions is in the 51.3% who claim to be active listeners of
radio programmes. But the “ups” are slight--3% on reconciliation, 5.2% on co-existence,
3.4% on forgiveness.

Equally difficult were any differentiations in the largest category of newspaper readers:
those who read centre-linked papers. Here, a distinction between centre-left and centre-
right might have helped, but it became too difficult especially in the Greek language
newspapers--where does one place Politis (read by critically minded readers and liberals)
and where does one place Fileleftheros (with a wider readership, including those generally
comfortable with the dominant public discourse)? Separating the specific readerships
provided marginal swings: Politis readers tend to be more disposed towards reconciliation;
Fileleftheros readers tend to be more disposed towards co-existence.

What was clearer was the opposite direction: readership of newspapers of the right,
however small (5%), swings the pendulum by 22.5% on reconciliation the other way. This is
repeated on co-existence (24.5%) and forgiveness (22.5%)

Another two categories--more statistical than real--that swing dispositions the “other
way” are inactive newspaper readers (41.6% of the sample) and inactive radio listeners
(48.5% of the sample). These categories swing dispositions above 6% in the “no” direction
on reconciliation and forgiveness, but they are close to the average on co-existence.

Educational Experience
There is, as was noted above, an educational revolution on the island. More than half of the
respondents have had a tertiary education.
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The largest divergence in dispositions is between those who have a postgraduate
education and those who have only completed high school. University education alone does
not correlate strongly with anything (save a strong disposition, 63.2%, towards forgiveness).

Those with only high school education tend to believe, more than any other category
(47.1%- 16% more than the studyʼs average), that there are no prospects of reconciliation
on the island. They are also the most negative towards co-existence (43.1%) and towards
forgiveness (45.1%). They are divided, though, over whether the current period is leading
towards closure or openness, with 43.1% tending towards the former and 35.3% tending
towards the latter. These dispositions did not translate into any strong indication around
crossing or not crossing to the other side. They tend to harbour more negative impressions
of life on the “other side.”

By contrast, those with a postgraduate education tend to have the strongest dispositions
that reconciliation is possible (58.1%), that co-existence is possible (78.6%), and that
forgiveness between the two communities is possible (58.5%). They either think that the
current period is leading to closure (40.5%), or are unsure as to where the situation is
leading (31%). They have been active in crossing the border to visit the other side (63.4%)
and those who did not cross cited that it was “on principle.” Most (45.2%) have gained good
impressions from the “other side.”

Such a cohort is made up of people from both generations and tends to be male (62.8%)
rather than female (37.2%), and Greek Cypriot (65.1%) rather than Turkish Cypriot (34.9%).
In terms of the older generation it is equally drawn from both middle class categories and
the working class. In terms of the younger generation it is mainly drawn from the
professional and educated middle classes.

Whereas a university education as such does not differentiate dispositions in any strong
direction, where has one studied, does! Those who have studied in Cyprus, in Turkey, in
Greece or in the UK differ significantly.

57.7% of those who have studied in the UK are the most open to reconciliation. Yet, they
are more circumspect than others in terms of possibilities for co-existence or forgiveness. In
fact, a significant proportion (32%) thinks that forgiveness is not possible. They are also the
most frequent (38.5%) respondents to think that the current moment is about openness to
a solution. Finally, they constitute the largest frequency (50%) among those who gleaned
good impressions about the other side. They are mostly male Greek Cypriots.

Those who studied in Greece are divided over the prospects of reconciliation and
forgiveness, but 63.2% are very positive that co-existence can be achieved. They also
constitute the largest frequency (52.6%) that tends to believe that we are living through a
period of closure. They constitute, too, the largest frequency (42.1%) that has not crossed
over to the North and, similarly, the largest category of people who have not gleaned good
impressions from the other side (31.6%).

Those who studied in Turkey are divided over the prospects of reconciliation and co-
existence, but are the most upbeat (75.9%) about the prospects of forgiveness and only
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second to those who have studied in the UK about the openness of the current period. They
have also been the most frequent border-crossers (76.7%), but are divided over the
assessment of their impressions about the other side.

Those who studied in Cyprus (41.1%) do not think that prospects of reconciliation, co-
existence (39.7%) or forgiveness (32.9%) exist. Although the majority (47.9%) thinks that
the current period is about closure, yet many (56.2%) have actively crossed to the other
side. However, their impressions are divided and very close to the study average.

Civic Involvement
Involvement or non-involvement in voluntary, social and political associations and
organisations is a significant variable.

As was to be expected, the small minority who are active in pro-peace, rapprochement
and bi-ethnic NGOs exhibit the strongest dispositions towards reconciliation (80%), co-
existence (95%) and forgiveness (70%). The surprising finding is that the percentage was
not 100% in each category. The majority (42.1%) are unsure about where the current period
is leading.

What is more sociologically fascinating are the dispositions of those who are involved
and active in social welfare, educational, self-improvement, cultural and civic associations
and societies. The majority (58.8%) share dispositions that reconciliation is possible, that
co-existence is possible (78.8%) and that forgiveness is possible (60.6%). 45.5% among
them think that the current situation is leading to closure.

By contrast, those who are not involved in such activities tend to make up the most
frequencies in the opposite direction: no reconciliation (35%), no co-existence (31.3%), no
forgiveness (34.2%), and they are divided in their beliefs of whether the current period is
leading towards an openness (38.8%) or closure (41.3%).

Furthermore, those who have “some” involvement in the above activities seem to share
similar dispositions to those with no involvement-- save the issue of forgiveness, where they
constitute the largest “unsure” category among our respondents (60.7%).

45.5% of those who are active in political and social organisations (like trade unions or
social movements) tend to think that reconciliation is possible; on the issues of co-existence
and forgiveness, however, they do not deviate from the studyʼs average frequencies. Where
they differ is in their assessment of the current period pulling in both directions: closure
(48.5%), openness (39.4%). The majority who is inactive in such organisations does not
vary at all from the average.

There are stronger pulls above the average among those who have “some” as opposed
to “no” involvement in political and social organisations. Their majority is close to the norm
in terms of reconciliation, strong in terms of co-existence and forgiveness (64.7%), but
unsure about where the current period is leading (58.8%).
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Contact and Exposure to Others
“You are ʻdisposedʼ” towards others to the degree you have been “ʻexposedʼ” to them” goes
a rather common-sense sociological adage. Oneʼs exposure—i.e., oneʼs contact, oneʼs
relationships--to ethnic and cultural others has proven to be a very strong variable in our
study.

The strongest dispositions towards reconciliation (75.7%) and co-existence (94.6%)
correlate well with people who have claimed not only exposure to the “other side” but who
have had strong and intense encounters with people there. Those who have claimed strong
exposure only are still well disposed towards co-existence (84%) and forgiveness (67.9%).
Similarly, those who have been so exposed and have friends on the other side have above
average dispositions towards reconciliation (50%), co-existence (81.3%), but are more
circumspect about forgiveness.

Significant too is the fact that the majority who have not crossed the line (55.6%) and
have not done so out of principle are also disposed towards reconciliation above the studyʼs
norm. And 47.9% of those who had limited encounters are still well disposed towards
reconciliation and co-existence (67.9%).

Furthermore, such dispositions are shared by people who have lived abroad as migrants
or scholars for more than two years: 44.9% and 75.5% of them are well disposed towards
reconciliation and co-existence.

Finally there is a strong correlation between those who travel abroad often and strong
dispositions towards reconciliation (53.7%) and co-existence (77.3%).

The obverse is also significant--those with negative encounters since the border was
partially opened (40.7%) tend to be negative about prospects of reconciliation and co-
existence (44.4%) and forgiveness (59.3%). Similarly, those without strong encounters or
exposure are more negative about such prospects.

A similar pattern is discernible among those who have not travelled or lived abroad, or
those who have been only occasional travellers. This does not stop the majority of the “non-
travellers” (75%) claiming that forgiveness is possible.

Although the majority in our sample had limited experience of the other side, the minority
who have had and continue to have interactions and exposures correlate very strongly with
strong dispositions for change.

Experiential: Traumata, War and Violence
For the research team this area of analysis was the most humbling and counter-intuitive.
71.4% of those who experienced forced and violent displacement during the hard years are
open to both reconciliation and co-existence. 57.1% of them are open to forgiveness.

62.9% of those who were victims of and who suffered through inter-ethnic violence are
open to reconciliation. The figure rises to 82.9% in terms of co-existence and diminishes to
54.3% in terms of forgiveness.
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Those who experienced intense hardship in the 1950s, primarily Greek Cypriots through
the struggle for independence--both active EOKA-supporting and AKEL-supporting families-
-are in the main open to reconciliation (64.3%) and co-existence (66.7%).

Those who experienced intense hardship in the 1960s, mainly Turkish Cypriots, are in
the main open to reconciliation (51%), but are circumspect about co-existence with a strong
31.3% thinking that it is not possible. Yet, 64.1% are predisposed towards forgiveness.

Those who did not experience any hardship in the 1960s and who were distant from its
traumas are in the main predisposed towards reconciliation (48.1%), just above the average
in terms of co-existence (68.6%), and on the average in terms of forgiveness.

Those who directly experienced war in the 1970s, mainly young men, are on the average
in terms or reconciliation but an absolute majority (85.4%) in terms of beliefs in the
prospects of co-existence and on the average again about forgiveness.

Those who experienced a direct and immediate personal trauma (mainly women) but
survived, in the main think that reconciliation is not possible (42.3%) and that co-existence
is not possible (46.3%); yet the majority thinks that forgiveness is possible (61.5%).

Those who experienced “mediated” traumata-- i.e., shocks through stories and
descriptions of events happening to others or to loved ones--think that reconciliation is
possible but co-existence is not (46.2% in both categories). Their dispositions on
forgiveness do not vary from the study average.

Those who experienced “mediated” traumata through what they were told (the unborn
younger generation or people who were living overseas) are close but below the average
on reconciliation, but in the main circumspect about co-existence (37.5%).

Those who have lost an immediate “loved one” through the violence are mainly open to
reconciliation (45.5%) and co-existence (72.4%), although 36.4% do not think that
forgiveness is possible.

Those involved in inter-ethnic violence are on the average of the study in terms of
reconciliation, but while a slight majority, 37.8%, think that co-existence is not possible,
67.6% think that forgiveness is possible.

Those who identified themselves as “perpetrators” (militants and leaders) of inter-ethnic
violence vary only to the extent that they think that forgiveness is possible. Those who were
not involved in the violence of the 1970s because of distance from the unfolding events are
in the main open to reconciliation (46.8%) and co-existence (63.6%), and below the average
at 54.5% in terms of forgiveness.



There are many possibilities of constructing the qualitative responses--to get to or
behind the meaning of the “yes,” the “nos” and the “maybes” outlined above; this has
to await the extended study. What we will do here is contrast the extremes: those

who reject its prospects (who, by the way, can never be a community in conversation), and
those who are positive about it.

Before proceeding with that, it is crucial to address two issues (alluded to in the
Introduction) that arose from the qualitative side of the research. First, in most of the
narratives collected there is a thick description of very violent and traumatic experiences.
Yet in approximately a third of the narratives there appear to be remarkable acts of kindness
and humanism even in extreme situations of combat and flight. It is also evident that the
TMT had a more commanding situation in all the urban settlements and villages, especially
after 1963. By contrast, EOKA Bʼs control was very tenuous in the years that followed. The
villages, though, presented a more complex story: there were villages and villagers who
continued to have good or cordial relationships which continued into the 1970s. Such
villages were attacked on some occasions by ethno-nationalists from elsewhere.

The EOKA B adventure and the coup that followed were carried out primarily against
other Greek Cypriots (there are some crucial exceptions where Turkish Cypriots were
attacked as well). Some of the acts of kindness in the Greek Cypriot community are to be
found in the shielding and protecting of Makarios supporters and Communists, and this
shielding was carried out by right-wing ethno-nationalists.

The majority of the narratives speak of trans-communal forms of kindness--co-workers
shielding each other, factory owners transporting people to safety, co-villagers helping
others to flee, clients and suppliers helping their counterparts and, once in flight, helping
each otherʼs flight and even supplying food and water.

Even this must be contextualised: it was a significant exception. The majority of our
respondents might have been bystanders through the 50s and 60s, but by the 1970s they
were in the thick of the conflagration. It is a significant exception however, because it
demonstrates an underbelly of humanism, common to both “sides,” that engendered
restraint and dignity. This has to be balanced against the external ever-present fear and
terror of retribution, if we are to arrive at- an adequate understanding of what stopped the
island from murderous ethnic cleansing.

RECONCILIATION:
ITS MEANINGS AND ITS EMOTIONAL MAPS

Chapter 4
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Secondly, the responses below have to be read against a backdrop of powerful public
constructions of ethnic traumas to appreciate how the two generations make sense of their
current realities and prospects. All we could do for the purposes of this report was to group
together a randomly picked 10 who responded “yes” and 10 who responded “no” from both
age cohorts and make sure that at least one voice from each place was included. This was
done to get down to the meanings people attach to their dispositions.

Reconcilers?
To say that the prospects of reconciliation are fading away despite oneʼs commitment to it
does not mean that reconciliation is not desirable. Phrased in another way: it is hardly
surprising that this openness constitutes no ground for ʻeuphoriaʼ despite the fact that the
numerical majority is more open towards its realization. There are doubts, shared by many;
there is its implausibility, also shared by many; the shadow over its prospects lengthens as
a slight majority among our respondents thinks that this post-referendum period is leading
to closure. A straw poll amongst our respondents would highlight that an absolute majority
thinks that co-existence is possible and forgiveness achievable. The issue is not “that” they
say so, but what our respondents mean when they do.

“There are people,” noted Andri,9 who “proved through their initiative that cooperation
can exist.” But she believes that they are a kind of avant-garde and it will take time and
education. However, she sees separation rather than reunification as the immediate
prospect. And, unless there is a political solution, co-existence will be trumped.
“Forgiveness is not an issue, but mutual understanding of what had been experienced by
the other is a pre-requisite.”

The word to describe the current moment is antifatiki (contradictory)- “although people
want a solution they inadvertently chose separation.” She does believe in the Greekness of
the island and is proud of her own heritage, “we have to accept that Turkish Cypriots have
been on this island since the 16th century and that the Greekness of the island stops there.
The Turkish Cypriots exist on this island and we have to find a modus vivendi with them.”

Words like reconciliation are dangerous according to Ada,10 because categorizations and
simplifications are senseless. By framing the problem in a few words, you reduce peopleʼs
horizons. “In theory it is possible. Of course it is possible. But can it be easily realized in
practice? If you ask me individually, I do not have any problems … For me it is possible and
to realize this we should take serious steps. But not only political or cultural steps! We
survived this with the opening of borders: people had emotional and social contacts; old
friends came together, ate and drank together. A political discourse developed following this
and a response from the other side also came [rejecting it]…But this is not enough.”

9 Andri is a Nicosia-based professional who is very involved in cultural and heritage issues. Her family is from Famagusta.
10 Ada is a medical doctor who worked in Turkey many years and returned to Cyprus after his retirement.
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He continues: “human life is full of complications. Can you find 10-20 people and tell
them if you do this and that you might reconcile? Is it that easy to define? These
reconciliation techniques, gatherings and dialogues of different groups are beneficial and
should be used--but we should be aware of their limits. On the one hand we need politics,
and on the other hand social and cultural levers to create the environment where the two
people will be able to ʻdigestʼ each other. And I do not know what processes exactly we need.”

After the referendum, “meetings between people have been reduced. ...People or
groups who used to produce peaceful arguments are now developing nationalist discourses.
As a result, clashing arguments come out. We need to develop a bicommunal intellectual
network, deeper understanding and a more objective interpretation of history.”

For Turkish Cypriots, Ada continues, “the ones who assigned a magical power to politics
were deeply disappointed and lost their faith in politics. ... So we should not expect much
from imposed solutions but create grounds where people can come together, understand
and feel each other. This should be possible in todayʼs world. I do not know whether the two
people will live together or not but I believe they are able to do it. …But is it going to be that
soon? At least we talk about certain things more openly now. Although, we know that the
future of Cyprus does not depend only on the Cypriots. We were given the chance to take
the initiative but it did not work.”

Co-existence is possible, but it will take “a serious transformation in the mentality of
people. We cannot expect this to happen soon. You cannot tell people to give up their
identity, beliefs and deep-rooted views. This needs time and empathy. … This might be
possible on the intellectual level but how can you tell an ordinary man ʻfrom now on you
have a new identity, what you have known till now is not true.ʼ How could he believe in that;
would he not ask ʻwhy did all these people die then?ʼ”

Forgiveness is possible, “we need to say yesterday was yesterday; itʼs time to embrace
each other. Yet, this society is full of contradictions. Greeks are the same. I guess this is not
present in any other country. … Individually, I believe that we can forgive but we should
base it on solid ground that will not break up easily as the result of tension.”

Katerina11 does not quite disagree, but she is bleaker and more fatalistic about current
prospects--she does not think that there are any prospects of a solution since [the failure of]
the Annan Plan. “Although I voted yes,” she confessed, “I am not sure anymore.” She feels
that there is closure and the only progress will be towards taksim. Co-existence for her might
be possible as long as the two sides are kept separate. And she thinks that on forgiveness,
“we will never get to that…Yes, there are synantiseis and some interaction, but ampfivolies
are on the rise.”

“We can live together because we did it in the past. We should try under a controlling
mechanism. We have lots of things in common… and it is difficult now to close borders
again … We can live together but we must get used to it, step by step; the new generation
will make the step....It is possible because people lived together for 400 to 500 years; we
should be able to overcome the past. There is no other alternative but to reconcile.”
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“Forgiveness,” asserts her counterpart from Kyrenia/ Girne, Ayşe12, “depends on
individuals; a solution would be beneficial for us all. We lived for centuries together under
the Ottoman Empire....we have the same culture, the same history, we survived similar
things. There will be a solution maybe in 30 years … We cannot continue with a country
divided in bits and pieces. I donʼt know what the solution is. We cannot unite but we cannot
separate either. Greeks have pressure from their Church, but we resist pressure more than
they do. We have to accept what has happened and we must forgive.”

Gonca Gül13 though, has his own amfivolies (doubts): “The Annan Plan was good for
us but I knew that the Greeks would say no in the referendum because I was very often
going to the other side. My [Greek] classmate told me, ʻI will vote yes in the referendum, we
want to have peace.ʼ He is a very humane-type person. But after Papadopoulosʼs speech
on the TV he called me and said that ʻwe [Greeks] are going to vote no.ʼ They [Greek
Cypriots] are not like us. Most of the Turkish Cypriots knew the content of the Annan Plan,
but on the Greek side not even 10 percent of the people knew about the Plan. Politicians
and the Church guided them…They do not use their independent minds. They do what the
Church tells them to do; they do what the politicians tell them to do. If they had understood
the content of the Plan they would be with- us now (içimizde olacaklardı).”

He is not as pessimistic as Katerina--he does believe that there is openness towards a
solution. And he adds, “if there were no politicians, yes, the two communities would
reconcile (Politikacılar olmazsa iki toplum uzlaşır).” But he brings forth his own unsettled
antiphases. “Whatever happened, happened in the past (Olanlar oldu). If we look at the past
we cannot see our future. What is past is past and has passed. We have to look at the
future. We have to give peace to our children. We should forget what happened in the past.
If it is called forgiveness, we can forgive.” Yet, he does not feel that co-existence is possible,
“from now on, we cannot live together. They will live in the South and we will live in the
North. We cannot be together again, but the fighting is over, there is a wind of peace in the
world….I believe there is openness towards a solution. The roads cannot be blocked. For
many years Europe saw us intransigent because Denktaş always said ʻnoʼ. We were known
as the side that did not want to have peace. After the Annan Plan Europe saw that we want
to have peace and they cannot disregard it. Definitely, they will find a way to ease our
difficulties, they will solve the problem. Half [the country] is in the European Union (EU); half
is outside: this is not viable.”

Christos14 wants a solution urgently and believes that reconciliation is possible. As he
states: “I want to go back. I do not have any property left in Varosi (Famagusta). We gave

11 Katerina is from Larnaca, works in the retail sector and comes from a prosperous family.
12 Ayşe is a psychology and counseling teacher in a vocational high school.
13 Gonca Gül is a refugee from Larnaca. He is a hotel owner and currently lives in Famagusta/Mağusa.
14 Christos is a professional who resides in Nicosia. He was a refugee from Famagusta.
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the house to my sister. I do not have property …but I want to go. It is my place. I was born
there. I want to live the last years of my life there.” He makes a distinction between ruling
elites (politicians, big businessmen and the military top brass) and ordinary people. The
former are intransigent, “the people who became rich as an outcome of the war obviously
do not want to lose that advantage, and they do not want to solve the problem as the
problem keeps them rich, and the politicians do not want to lose their positions.”

But he sees no problem between the people--if there are problems they exist because
of the “long period of separation. As long as they behave themselves, people move across
the borders with ease.” He was uncomfortable and self-conscious to cross at first but now
that the novelty is over, it is quite normal. Co-existence will be possible if the armies are
withdrawn “and they leave us alone.” He has no problem with Turkish Cypriot neighbours,
although he does feel rather squeamish at the prospect of mixed marriages.

Forgiveness is a prerequisite and it should be reached-- “we did bad things to each
other… we killed each other.” Of course there will always be “something left out,” nothing
will be perfect at first and families who lost loved ones might not be able to forgive
completely but it will have to be reached.”

Çiçek15 does not disagree with Christos, but she is more pessimistic: “It is very, very
difficult to forgive. People who survived very difficult days in the past cannot forgive it.
Especially if they lost their family members--that is a big pain in their hearts and they can
not forgive it. But if you say ʻforget,ʼ of course with the passage of time people might try to
push it into their subconscious and try to forget it (bilinç altının gerisine itip unutmayı
deneyebilirler)… And to achieve this I believe we should work for it all together. Instead of
transmitting poison to the new generation we should remove ugliness from the history
books, terminate bad feelings rather than brainwash, and try to make them ʻforgottenʼ. If we
can do that we can reconcile.”

Her pessimism runs as follows: “of course we are all open to peace, but when I look at
the situation I see much uncertainty. We accuse them that they are not ready to reconcile
with us but when I talk to the people from the other side they say the same thing: that Turks
are not flexible enough; they do not take a stand in favour of peace (Rumlara göre de
Türkler çözümden yana bir tavır koymuyor). Thus I believe that neither side values the other
much nor they can let go of their biases. And I can see more clearly that a solution is not in
the hands of both societies. If you ask me if we, the Turkish side, are open to a solution, I
say yes; but if you ask me whether there is openness towards solving the conflict, I say no,
it looks quite closed now. …No, I do not see any prospects at all. If you let the people alone
it looks like they can reconcile easier, but when certain powers interfere this creates

15 Çiçek is originally from Famagusta/Mağusa. She is a university professor who lived in Turkey for many years and recently moved back
to Cyprus.
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distance and people get secluded again (Tekrar birbirlerinden uzaklaşıyorlar). Because
when we ladies come together we can very nicely mix together, reach an agreement and
have a nice time, but when we go back to our own sides a distance and a split occurs again.
I am very sad to realize how they poison their children. There were young girls in our group,
24-25-year-old young ladies. It really offended me to listen to their conversation. We brought
them to Girne/Kyrenia. Since they did not know that I speak Greek they were saying that,
ʻOne day we will come here and take it; whatever they do they wonʼt be able to stop itʼ. This
means that for peace [to happen] we should educate the youngsters differently, because it
is not the same in the North.”

Unlike Gonca Gül, she does believe that co-existence is possible. “Yes, the two
communities can co-exist, but if certain pre-conditions are met. They can live mixed as
before, like as they lived before, as long as both sides respect each otherʼs rights and one
side does not dominate the other and try to give it minority rights.”

Using a number of baking metaphors, she continued, “we are not in the process of
agreement but we might be in the mixing-up of the ingredients- period. Reconciliation
depends from what angle you look at it. People in both communities think that they can
reconcile--but what about the politicians? What do they think? Do they really demonstrate
their will to reconcile, do they speak each otherʼs language…do they understand each
other? For example, it was very interesting for me that Greeks said our President Talat has
turned into Denktaş. What do they mean by this? For some, maybe Denktaş was for peace,
but when they (Greek Cypriots) look at it… he is against peace. This means that the two
societies look at things from different angles. For 30 years nothing has been achieved
(havanda su dövülüyor). Nobody is able to suggest acceptable formulations. I would confirm
that there is uncertainty and we are pessimistic. It is hard to describe the situation, but as it
turned into a hot potato it was soon put back in the deep freeze again. We were very excited,
but our excitement remained in our trough (Hevesimiz kursağımızda kaldı).”

Andonis16 agrees that reconciliation and co-existence are possible and that the present
is not about closure. But the Annan Plan was not a proper instrument for reconciliation. He
shares with Christos the belief that there are good prospects between ordinary Cypriots, and
shares, too, some of the cynicism about vested interests. He believes that once relations
between people move from the current superficial and NGO-linked interactions to a more
substantive level of relationships the climate will be better. He also believes that Turkey
must demonstrate its goodwill by acts of demilitarization and a genuine effort to own a big
part of the Cyprus mess. A solution has to be accompanied by vigorous redress--land,
property and mutual recognition of atrocities. “ I am sure I can forgive and be forgiven by
Turkish Cypriots and sit around and talk about the old Limassol and how our grandfathers

16 Andonis is a professional from Limassol.
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smoked hashish together…what is more difficult is to forgive our own ethno-nationalists and
broader Turkish nationalists…I seem to remember that their nationalism was a yearning for
a time when they were …overlords.”

Zeytin17 believes that it will not happen in the near future: “it will happen in the long run.
I believe it should happen. Until the referendum I was very optimistic and convinced that it
would definitely happen. To tell the truth, I was disappointed by the Greeks. Thus, I think that
we need time, and reconciliation will take place in the long run. Due to the lengthy
separation after the war, reconciliation was prolonged/ held off, but I believe it will eventually
happen in the long run…The two societies have encounters and meetings but there is no
mixing up (karışma ve kaynaşma yok). I still believe that peace will come true. Turkish
Cypriotsʼ peaceful attitude will take over and Greeks will be convinced as well.”

She also has no doubts about co-existence: “we can of course co-exist; we are sharing
this island. We are the people of this country. We breathe the same air. But it will not take
place in the short run. There was war in this country. The property issue plays an important
part. Financial issues are important. It will not be easy. Probably we will live separately for
a long time, but we can establish good relations and later improve them and proceed with
it. ..I can forgive. I believe most of our people are forgiving. But I see some people around
who could not forgive the Greeks as a society.”

Elli M.18 believes that there are vital prospects of reconciliation. “I believe that the people
want to, and can, reconcile. But I do not know whether they want to leave what they occupy
now and give it back to us and return and get what is theirs on this side in order to reunify.
I do not believe that the people do not believe that we can live together. .. I believe that
forgiveness is the A and Z for reconciliation. Forgiveness is good for us. If we do not forgive
we will not be able to relax and be happy. We will torture ourselves. I do not think that we
should stay with the old prejudices, that the Turk is a ʻbarbarianʼ and ʻuncivilizedʼ; it was the
ʻAttilasʼ who were barbaric. What happened was done by the army, not by the people. And
the Turks are developed/educated as well; maybe not all of them in Turkey, but at least
those that are here on the island are developed/educated”

She believes that co-existence is possible, “but they have to convince us. …When all
those things happened before the referendum I thought that we have to live together, we
have to be equal, the wars have to stop. … On the other hand, when I read the Annan Plan,
I did not understand many things; I believed that my senses were telling me that this plan
was not good, and then listening to politicians such as the President I was sure that the
Annan Plan was wrong. … I believe that if Papadopoulos was not President we would not
exist as a state now. Do you know what it means not to have a flag, not to have the Cyprus
Republic? Synantilipsi is very important, although it does not occur now.”

17 Zeytin is a refugee from Limassol. She has been active in politics since her student years. She is a medical doctor.
18 Elli M. was born in 1957. She is from Ay.Georgios.
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Though fewer in number than the older generation, there are youth among our
respondents who are strongly disposed towards reconciliation. Tzina,19 a young woman from
Larnaca, asserts with conviction that, “there is no need for a solution for prospects to exist.
…There is a need to have a green light on both sides, politically. What we have now is a way
of interaction, but this is not co-existence. Co-existence means that both sides claim the
same objectives, which is not happening now. … I believe that we can co-exist but… we need
gradual integration… Forgiveness is also important because if there is forgiveness, all of a
sudden things inside us will change...I believe that there must be forgiveness in order to be
able to cultivate a relationship which will have a solid foundation to build on.”

Mpagasas,20 a son of a Famagustan refugee, strongly believes that there are prospects
for reconciliation because the human factor is more powerful than the political factor under
the current circumstances. ʻʻAs things have developed we have many Turkish Cypriot
workers coming to the South and they have integrated within the system. I believe that there
is a positive basis for the future, but reconciliation can happen in the middle term, not
necessarily in the long term. … Co-existence is possible and it is in the interest of the
Cypriot people to live together. The people will sooner or later understand this. … I want co-
existence to be unification, to be one people, not side to side. By accepting the differences
of each community we can live together. … I would not say that we need forgiveness, but
we need to see things from the beginning, to see what really happened, to rewrite common
history. These would help in reconciling. In the future the two governments will be able to
work more effectively in reaching that path.”

Fox,21 a young woman from a Kyrenian refugee family, personally feels that she has
already reconciled with Turkish Cypriots: “I do not think of them as enemies, on the contrary,
I see them as friends. In addition, they want reunification more than we do. Of course we
can co-exist. In the old days we used to live together and we had no problem, we were
compromising. Then we sent them away and they [Turkey] divided us. They also lost their
houses on this side--it is not only us. It is not the Turkish Cypriotsʼ fault for what happened;
it is their governmentʼs fault for what happened. So there is no point to forgive; they did not
do anything.”

Med-Cezir22 from Nicosia/Lekoşa, does not share the skepticism of his youthful peers
and counterparts, and sees the prospects for reconciliation. But for him it is disputable
when: whether it will be soon or much later. “There are people in both communities who
want a solution but there is no agreement on the type of a solution. Yet everybody wants to
reconcile. Yes, they can co-exist… It was said that the two people lived together for

19 Tzina was born in 1980 in Thessalonica. She has lived in Cyprus since 1989. She is working as a lawyer in Nicosia.
20 Mpagasas is a technician from Limassol.
21 Fox was born in 1987 in Nicosia. She is a graduating student and is planning to go to the UK to study linguistics.
22 Med-Cezir was born in Famagusta/Mağusa. He studied political science and public administration and holds an MA degree from the

University of London on European politics.
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centuries. But in general, the Turkish zone and the Greek zone were separate. I think it will
be the same again…People prefer to have neighbours who speak the same language. I
believe we should not forget what happened in the past, but this should never remain as a
barrier in front of us to reconcile. Of course we will remember our victims and they will
remember their victims. But this should not be a reason. Germany and France made peace
soon after World War II. Reconciliation is always possible. And forgiveness is… maybe we
should not use this word, but for me it is possible. Forgiveness depends on the individual.
One forgives, the other does not. Does the state forgive? I think there cannot be such a
concept-- that one whole society forgives the other society.”

Akrep23 perceives that there are prospects and that the two people can reconcile. In her
words: “It should be like that, we should have peace. We can co-exist; everybody on their
[own] side. The border might be lifted. People should visit freely the other side. The other
option, living mixed, is not possible, I guess…because we would remain in limbo. But we
shall be in safety in the 21st century. I do not think that they will kill us. In a war atmosphere
we attacked, killed and destroyed them; and they attacked, killed and destroyed us. We both
hurt each other. There was a war. Yet forgiveness is possible. The past is past. What is
important is the future!”

Liberty24 from Kyrenia/Girne concurs: “I see prospects for reconciliation. I persist in
seeing the prospects. Maybe I see them because I want to see them. I believe that a certain
level of tolerance can be reached.” For her, co-existence is possible between the people of
the island; and thatʼs “because we share the same culture.” She admits, “in fact, I believed
more that we can live together without any borders before the referenda. After the no vote I
am still hopeful, but I think that the borders will not be that easily removed. ...I say yes without
any hesitation that forgiveness and reconciliation are possible. Because the sufferings and
pain have not survived one-sided: it was two-sided. It is the same for losses. I am sure there
are people on both sides who will not be able to forgive. But the past is past. We have to look
to the future. It is true that many people suffered greatly. But this has no end.”

Monologues of Discord
There are respondents who are quite negative about the prospects of reconciliation, co-
existence and forgiveness on the island. Gümüş25 does not see any prospects and she
definitely does not believe that Greek Cypriots will reconcile with Turkish Cypriots. Her
answer to the question regarding the openness towards a solution is that the only solution
for her is the recognition of the TRNC. For her the two people cannot co-exist, just as fire
and ice cannot. “The race, religion and language of the two communities are different. By

23 Akrep studied art history and archeology. She is a temporary worker in the Department of Antiquities.
24 Liberty was born in 1981 in İstanbul. At the end of the1980s her family returned Cyprus. She is a lawyer.
25 Gümüş is a refugee from Limassol. She is a retired government employee.
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chance, two communities found themselves living on the same island, but we are two
different people…” She claims that because Turkish Cypriots allowed the Greeks to cross
to the North without causing any trouble “shows that we forgave them. You forgive but you
cannot forget. And forgiveness does not mean that we can live together immediately. It is
only possible in two zones.”

Haralambos26 is in full agreement: “there is no prospect for reconciliation. … It is a
cultural thing; whatever they do, they are not European.” He also believes that unlike other
non-Europeans, Turkish Cypriots canʼt be trusted, because “Dektaş is a wily politician. He
has tricked us once before…” There might be some kind of existence but not together: “we
want a solution, if the Turks leave us alone there can be co-existence. But there wonʼt be
much sharing.” But canʼt we forgive and get on with it? The answer will be sarcastic and
ethnocentric: Synghoresis? No. No such graciousness and megaleia (generosity)! We have
it in our religion but they donʼt have it in theirs.”

Nor does Yumoş 27 believe that the two communities can reconcile. She says, “You
cannot make a hide from a pig, you cannot be a friend of an infidel Greek Cypriot
(Domuzdan post Gavurdan dost olmaz), and that word has a meaning.” She is not optimistic
about a solution: “You should not forget my words: eventually these Greeks will attack us
again, because history repeats itself. Every 30-40 years, the Greeks create trouble and call
for a slap… they have the ambition to expand their territory and this desire exists, and has
existed throughout their history…” Concerning a solution, like Gümüş, her heart is for the
recognition of the TRNC. The two communities can co-exist side by side, she claims, but
they cannot live together mixed, because “Turkish Cypriots have a good heart, they are
honest, do not have hatred, do not teach enmity to children at school; but Greek Cypriots
still cultivate revulsion (kin).” She continues: “it is not possible to forget what happened, but
it is possible not to repeat them. Now we live separate and I feel safe...”

Olta28 is as suspicious as Yumoş about the intentions of “the Greeks” and says, “Greeks
save their money, buy weapons and suddenly attack us. I lived through this two times. Now
they approach us but I do not know what their interest is. If they find an opportunity I am
sure they will attack us. I am always suspicious and fearful.” For her, there is no openness
towards a solution and Greeks do not have any good intentions. On the possibility of co-
existence she argues, “the two communities cannot live forever together, but just a short
period until the Greeks get strong enough to shoot us… They would eventually start a war
and put an end to it. It is best to live separately; everyone on their own side; even the
borders should be closed. Forgiveness is not possible either. If you bury a small child in the
mass graves, if you kill a pregnant woman… these are not things that can be forgiven.” She
is against a peace which will comprise living together with the Greeks.

26 Haralambos is a public works foreman in Limassol.
27 Yumoş is from Nicosia. She was an auxiliary nurse during the war. She is a retired teacher.
28 Olta is from Famagusta/Mağusa. She is a housewife but active in politics due to her husbandʼs political position.
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On the prospects of reconciliation and co-existence Pitsa29 amplifies discord and
exclaims, “however powerful it might be for many people I am against it. I have grown up as
a Grivas-supporter. I believe the island is Greek. Denktaş has been very clever so far, but
for how long? I cannot sacrifice my ethnic pride and dignity or even my land for anybody…
We are at a point of closure. It is impossible to move forward--it will always remain us and
them. Nor are there many real prospects for co-existence. Yes, there are encounters, but
also antidraseis (resistances) and antiphases (contradictions).”

Dal 30 thinks that openness depends on the help of the motherlands; the peace cannot
be attained by Turkish Cypriots or Greek Cypriots themselves. “In 2003, Turkish Cypriots
were more enthusiastic for peace and reconciliation than the Greek Cypriots, as it was
proved in the referenda.” For him, co-existence can be possible when Greek Cypriots leave
aside their chauvinistic feelings and Turkish Cypriots abandon their TMT allegiances. On
forgiveness and reconciliation, he says there should be a new start, but this is not so easy.

Mehmet Arifʼs 31 views are similar to Dalʼs, and he states that, “if there is no outside
pressure I do not think that by themselves Turkish Cypriots and Greek Cypriots can
reconcile....” He is also negative about the possibility of co-existence and argues that, “we
cannot go back to the previous mixed construction. When I visit South Nicosia, the Greeks
look at me differently because I am a Turk. How can you feel comfortable among the
Greeks? A simple disagreement can turn into a big fight...Maybe in the future we can live
together but for me mixing together now is dangerous. We failed to do that.” On
reconciliation and forgiveness he states: “if the other side has goodwill, why not. Both
communities have suffered and have losses. Our past is a wound in our hearts! But slowly
we can get used to the idea of forgiveness.” Contrary to his previous statement, he
continues: “in the future, to come to terms with the Greeks, we can try to forgive. Now, how
can I forget my martyrs, how can I forget my friends, and how can I forget what they did to
me?... If Greeks have a chance they would do the same again. ... Maybe in the long run we
can forget about the past but now I can not think of it...”

Sima 32 does not want reconciliation as long as there is no solution to the property issue.
She believes a solution to the Cyprus problem is really difficult and if Turkish Cypriots open
more checkpoints this will not be good for the solution. For her, co-existence is possible only
when Turkish Cypriots start making moves to show that they want solution to the problem.
She insists that first we need to solve the problem and then move on to forgiveness. “I do
not want to have things as they used to be, but I want to see goodwill shown by the Turkish
Cypriots. I believe that forgiveness should come about parallel to a solution.”

29 Pitsa works for voluntary associations in Larnaca.
30 Dal grew up in Tepebasi village. His family moved to Hisarkoy in 1964 as a result of the 21st of December events. He lost close family

members during the war.
31 Mehmet Arif is a refugee from Larnaca/ Köfünye village. He is a retired government worker. He took part in the bloodiest battle in the

Boğaz area.
32 Sima was born in in Kyrenia. She is working in a bank. She is married and has two children.
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Mana33 likewise sees very limited prospects for reconciliation: “This is based on the
attitude of the Turkish Cypriots when we visited the North, our properties and the places
where we grew up as children… Turkish Cypriots think that our properties are theirs. Of
course, there is always hope and the chance for change but it seems very vague.” She is
not convinced that the two communities can co-exist. She believes that Turkish Cypriots
want two different states, as their leader says. “They donʼt respond in a way that shows that
they want a just solution.” She believes that “forgiveness cannot exist without a viable solution.”

The young generation has strong views against reconciliation, too. Veli, 34 the son of a
Turkish Cypriot refugee from Larnaca, is negative: “At present it is very difficult. As long as
the chaos on the property issue is not solved it will not be easy. Everybody established new
lives for themselves. It will not be easy to dissolve and re-establish.” He sees a closure
towards a solution because Greeks are reluctant--although they pretended to be moderate
and Turkish Cypriots were known as the intransigent. Yet, for him, the referendum results
showed that it was the Greek side that did not want a solution. To answer the question on
the possibility of co-existence, he recalls the folktale about the friendship between a snake
and a shepherd. According to him, that story describes their (Turkish Cypriots) situation with
the Greek Cypriots: “As long as both people have the pain of the past they cannot come
together.” Veli believes that it might be possible to forgive, but there is no guarantee that
the same things will not happen again. “Turkish Cypriots are ready to forgive… but Greek
Cypriots still have fears although they were responsible from the war.”

Giorkalla 35 from Larnaca is as negative as Veli. She thinks there are prospects for
reconciliation among the older generation, but not among the young. She asserts: “The
most negative factor is religion. Due to religion I believe that it is very difficult to co-exist. Our
religions counter each other, there is hatred between us.” She claims that co-existence will
be very hard to achieve, and she considers forgiveness important but does not think that it can
happen. She asks, “how can anyone, Greek Cypriots or Turkish Cypriots, who lost relatives
in the war, forgive the crimes? And how anyone can forgive the murderer of his relative?”

Kara 36 from Girne/Kyrenia does not think that there are prospects for reconciliation: “If
there are any, they will only be temporary, until the honeymoon is over. The people who
often had troubles in the past, who did not respect each other, and who did not value this
country cannot be in peace in the future.” For him, the Cyprus conflict will never be solved.
No matter how much Turkish Cypriots try to reach a solution, Greek Cypriots will never take
any steps further. The two people cannot co-exist now as they could not co-exist in the past.
What did not work in the past will not work in the future, he says. Forgiveness and reconciliation

33 Mana was born in Kyrenia. She is a state official and has two daughters.
34 Veli was born in 1977, in Nicosia/Lefkoşa. His parents are from Larnaca. He lost two uncles in 1967 Kofino incidents. He is a shop owner.
35 Giorkalla is from Larnaca. She is a teacher.
36 Kara was born in Girne/Kyrenia but his parents are refugees from Tatlısu village in the Larnaca district. He works as a graphic designer.
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are possible only when both sides have an interest in forgiveness. “But as long as there is
a clash of interests the hostility will arise again. Only an artificial peace and artificial
forgiveness are possible. It will not come from the heart, and it will not be genuine. The
reason for this is our past.”

Correspondingly, Üçgen37 from Famagusta does not think that peace will come from the
“heart.” She says, “Peace will not happen because of the desire of the people. It will happen
because of political and economic reasons…it will not be a real peace; it will come about
because it should be like this, or because outsiders want it that way. This is because there is
no trust between the two people. We cannot live mixed together, but we can live side by side.
If we would have a new generation without hatred and enmity, we would be able to live
together. But now it is not possible. … The Church taught them to feel hatred and enmity
towards Turkish Cypriots. … If we have peace one day it will not be because we forgave. ...
We will never be the same again… I think people who had such pain cannot forgive the other;
cannot take this feeling out of their heart. … Every small incident will be dealt with suspicion.”

For Güneş,38 from Nicosia/Lefkoşa, there are no prospects for symphiliosis between
Turkish Cypriots and Greek Cypriots, and it will not happen. She says: “The goodwill of the
Turkish Cypriots is obvious. We showed it in the referendum, too, but Greek Cypriots are
not responding the same way. Bi-zonality is a must. We cannot live together anymore. If we
accept this we will not be disappointed again. A solution on the property issue would comfort
people but this is not near now. We cannot co-exist because Greek Cypriots perceive
themselves superior. They see it as a master-slave relationship. They see themselves as
the masters of the house and we are the servants. … After all the martyrs and missing
persons, it is not possible to forgive. … They attacked us; we defended ourselves. We did
not do the same things they did to us. Greek Cypriots burned the babies and old people. We
did not slaughter them like this.”

Onyx,39 who is from a Famagustan refugee family, is as suspicious as Güneş
concerning reconciliation, and thinks that people will never be able to leave behind their
fears and believe in each other in order to become friends. “Even if the people reconcile
there is always going to be a fear inside peopleʼs mind. For me, symfiliosis means that as I
face you I also face the other, but we are not the same, and we will always separate them
from us, because there is always going to be something that will tell you that he did
something to you and you will never be able to forget it. Even if a Turkish Cypriot comes
here and we talk, it will not feel the same as it feels with Greeks. I will not be able to trust
him; I will not see him the same as I see the Greek Cypriot. In order to have a healthy

37 Üçgen was born in Famagusta/Mağusa. Her mother is a refugee from Kofino village in the Larnaca district. She works in a museum as
ticket seller.

38 Güneş was born in 1982, in Ortakoy/Nicosia. Her father is a war veteran.
39 Onyx works in a bank. He was born in Nicosia. He is single and lives with his parents.
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coexistence we should not distinguish between Turkish Cypriots and Greek Cypriots, we
should all be Cypriot citizens. ...I think that the Turkish Cypriots as a whole will be
distinguished from Greek Cypriots in the wider Cypriot society; the interests of people will
come into contradictions. We are people who are influenced easily and we are emotional,
so co-existence will be difficult. Maybe if the Turkish army leaves, the relation will be healthy.”

Lolly, 40 whose mother was a Kyrenian refugee, similarly does not think that there are
prospects for reconciliation. “With all the things that happened 30 years ago and all the
things that occur now I think that there is never going to be reconciliation. …I do not think
that there is going to be solution, ever.” She tells us that her mother hates Turks and
managed to transmit this, and adds: “I hate Turks not only because my mother transmitted
it to me: I believe that even if my mother did not say anything I would hate them. Sometimes
when I listen to the news and I listen to what the Turks are asking for, absurd things, for
example, that if they do not accede to the EU, they will destroy the EU. They ask for many
absurd things, such as in the referendum they were asking us to vote yes-- but yes would
mean like agreeing to sell Cyprus. That is why I hate them…No, we cannot co-exist. There
is no such possibility because there are people who cannot forget what they did to them and
they cannot co-exist; this is a kind of racism. I would not like to live with Turkish Cypriots…
they did so many things to us (...) Besides that, there is what they did in 1915 to the
Armenians, in Greece in 1821, in Cyprus… For everything someone has to compromise and
to forgive so that there is continuation. But forgiveness will never happen.”

Elena 41 sees no prospects of reconciliation either. “Turkish Cypriots are totally different
and have no common point of contact with Greek Cypriots. They have a different religion,
language and ethnicity. The only thing that ties us is the same island. …If in the last 500
years that we have had problems with the Turks we did not manage to solve them, I believe
that we will not do it now…Even if co-existence is imposed on us, it will not happen because
generally the mentality of the Cypriot is to be high-class, to be different from the rest. It will
be like the ghettos of America. …Even if we try to forgive we will start arguing with each
other, we will try to find out our history; already the Cypriot people have been arguing about
the Annan Plan--it created huge problems for families and for the society…There is not
enough goodwill; the settlers treat us badly. There are prospects only for the politicians, but
not for the people. The people will never leave fear behind. Only Turkish Cypriots want and
need a solution; we do not. It was right to say NO at the referendum; we trust in our
President…As long as Turkish Cypriots do not have independence from Turkey…there are
no prospects… forgiveness must come from both sides, both sides committed crimes based
on nationalism… A solution is too strongly forced by the EU, the Turks are under pressure
to find a solution… Greeks donʼt want a solution.”

40 Lolly was born in 1987 in Nicosia. She is a graduating student and she is planning to go for tertiary studies at Intercollege.
41 Elena works at a research centre as an environmental researcher.
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Ozi 42 argues: “The Greek youth is raised with hate against us. The pain is too strong to
come together. I would forgive, but I personally have no casualties in the family; those who
experienced the war are not able to forgive. No reconciliation yet, maybe the future
generation; we are not entitled to forgive, as we did not lose anybody. There will be no
forgiveness among the older generation… There are no prospects because both sides have
different expectations. I have no hope that there will be any development in the direction of
forgiveness. Both communities have different wishes.” He continues, “I believed in the
Annan Plan; I thought peace was near; but after opening the borders I realized how many
fanatics there are in the South. The Greek government is reluctant. There will be no solution
for a very long time… I prefer to live separately, but we have to co-exist on this one island.
I donʼt believe we can mix as we did before the borders were erected. Everything changed
after 1974. ...As long as the Greeks underestimate us, we should live separately.”

There is no possibility of conversation or dialogue among the respondents in this section,
and no immediate prospects of agreement between them and the “Reconcilers” above.

42 Ozi is a sport teacher. There were no serious incidents in his parentsʼ villages during the struggles in Cyprus.



As was argued above, a number of variables show a strong relationship to dispositions-
- negative and positive-- towards reconciliation, co-existence and forgiveness. Class,
ethnicity, gender, religion, age and “refugeedom” (the hard ones); educational,

cultural, civic/associational, contact/exposure and traumatic experiences (the soft ones) are
more significant than others. The meaning-clusters of many of them are obvious from the first
part of the study.

The obvious sociological fact is that the more our hard variables influence swings in
dispositions, the less space exists for individual and collective action. The more soft
variables swing dispositions, the more space exists for individual and group action. It is
expected that a balance of the two would make it difficult for social science to pronounce
anything but a convoluted and qualified conclusion. This is not so.

The remarkable finding is that the soft variables swing dispositions towards
reconciliation, co-existence and forgiveness in a more vigorous way than the hard ones.
Some hard ones pull the other way. If this is so, then the study has to conclude that there is
a significant space available for agency and agentive initiatives.

If this can be demonstrated, as shall be done in a few paragraphsʼ time, the nature of the
question alters. It becomes one of population, demography, weight: i.e., is there a critical
mass of people who correspond to such swings in dispositions? And this raises a further
quandary, what is the ʻprofileʼ of this critical mass?

We have already established that our significant variables provide indices that they
modulate responses to be significantly above or below the norm (the main frequencies of
the study). But there are a number of variables and sub-variables that swing dispositions
with a wild intensity. Taking reconciliation as the main exemplar, there are ten variables/sub-
variables that swing dispositions towards a “yes” in extreme forms (see Table 4); there are
eight that swing the level of “no” to unprecedented heights (see Table 5) .

THE MEASURE OF DISCONTENT

Chapter 5
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The immediate observation is that the soft variables seem stronger than the hard ones.
The only ambiguous one is the sub-variable “no religion”--but we have encountered this in
our discussion of religion earlier. The further observation is that the swing is robust,
anywhere from 15.2%-38% above the average “yes” of the study.

That involvement in bicommunal NGOs relates to such a strong disposition is obvious. The
fact that it is not 100% relates to the fact of disappointment with the failure of the referendum.
The “strong encounters” variable is also obvious, but it signifies the beginning of profound
social bonds across the divide. The third and sixth are of enormous significance: that people
who identify as their major trauma displacement as refugees and as victims of the 1974
violence, strongly believe in the prospects of reconciliation despite their untold suffering to
such a degree, was unexpected. Those who see themselves as non-religious signifies that
they see themselves as free from a rather weighty Christian or Moslem divide. Those who
have experienced hardship in the 1950s are a strange agglomeration of people: EOKA
activists and supporters who suffered; communists and Makariaki 44 who suffered through
them: Turkish Cypriots who were victims of the 1958 conflagration. There are those, too, who
are active citizens in their communities, involved in school committees, welfare associations,
cultural and environmental associations and so on; then, there are those with the highest
educational- qualifications in our cohorts, the peculiar minority who had studied in the United
Kingdom and, finally, those who have crossed the border many times and have had in their
perception a strong exposure to (but not necessarily strong bonds with) the other side.

On the other side of the reconciliation spectrum, the significant variables, sub-variables
are delineated in the following table.

Table 4. Reconciliation –Yes (Strong)
Variable-Sub Variable % Yes % +42.0% Swing

Above the Norm
1 Involvement in bi-communal NGOs 80%43 38%
2 Strong Encounters North/South 75.7% 34.7%
3 Displacees/Trauma 71.4% 30.4%
4 No Religion 65% 24%
5 Intense Hardship 1950s 64.3% 23.3%
6 Victims of Inter-ethnic Violence 1974 62.8% 21.8%
7 Active in Civil Society and Voluntary Associations 58.8% 17.8%
8 Postgraduate Education 58.1% 17.1%
9 Studied in the UK 57.7% 16.7%

10 Exposure North/South (Strong) 56.2% 15.2%

43 Reflects the 20 interviews with persons from the NGO sector.
44 Supporters of President Makarios
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The immediate observation is that, unlike the picture in Table 4,- in this case there are
three hard variables/sub-variables involved: class, religion and Turkish Cypriot ethnicity. The
percentage swing is lower--from 6.6% to 19% above the ones who specified “no.”

The working class sub-variable has already been mentioned: it is made up of those 50-
year-olds who did not experience any mobility, and a small number of the younger
generation. The active religious variable is significant, but less than the “casual” religion and
“no religion,” as discussed above. Those who have only completed high school constitute a
significant number and together with those who have only studied in Cyprus (it includes high
school and tertiary studies) points to a significant variation. It is also very important that
those who were traumatized during the harsh times of the 1970s have a completely different
disposition from those who were victims of violence (see above); then, those who have had
negative encounters in their sojourn across the checkpoints reveal some serious fault-lines.
The “occasional traveller” category is a more difficult one as it is made up of a plethora of
sub-categories--it can be read as an agglomeration of people who are more inward looking
than the rest or those who cannot afford to be as well-travelled and cosmopolitan as the
others. Finally, Turkish Cypriots are more prone, and as we saw above, more likely than
Greek Cypriots to possess dispositions that speak of no prospects of reconciliation.

The only plausible conclusion is that unlike the above category of openness to
reconciliation, the “no reconciliation” cluster is balanced between soft and hard variables.

Therefore, the critical summation on the analysis of the intensity, the swing of dispositions
above the norm, has to be reformulated:

Although there is a significant space available for agentive initiatives towards
reconciliation, the constraints will be hard if not harsh. Similarly, although the dispositions
against reconciliation--let us say, for separation, division, taksim--are not as robust,
their space for agentive action seems narrower but embedded in existing structures.

Table 5. Reconciliation- No
Variable/Sub-Variable % %+ 31.0%
1 Current Working-Class 50.0% 19.0%
2 Active Religion 49.9% 18.9%
3 Completed Only High School 47.1% 16.1%
4 Immediate Trauma 42.3% 11.3%
5 Studied in Cyprus 41.1% 10.1%
6 Negative Encounters North/South (2003+) 40.7% 9.7%
7 Occasional Traveller 38.4% 7.4%
8 Turkish Cypriot 37.6% 6.6%
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Weighing Intensities of Disposition
The above is about “intensities”, i.e. significant variables that swing responses in profound
directions. Do these variables have enough numbers of people behind them to demand
attention? Is there a critical mass of respondents behind such intense dispositions?
Weighing the dispositions per number of respondents produces the following inversion.

Table 6. Yes- Reconciliation (weighing per number of respondents)
1 Exposure North/South-strong
2 Postgraduate Education
3 Active in Civil Society and Voluntary Associations
4 No Religion
5 Trauma: Victims of Violence
5 Studied in the UK
7 Intense Hardship – 1950s
8 Strong Encounters North/South
9 Trauma: Displacees

10 Involvement in bicommunal NGOs

Table 7. No-Reconciliation (weighing per number of respondents)
1 Occasional Travellers
2 Studied in Cyprus
3 Turkish-Cypriots
4 Negative Encounters North/South
5 Finished only High School
6 Immediate Trauma: Loss of Loved Ones
7 Active Religion
8 Current Working Class

Is there a critical mass either way? The answer is Yes: 21% of our sample, i.e., half of
the 42% that have dispositions towards reconciliation. The latter are 22% of our sample, i.e.,
more than half of the 31% who said that there are no prospects for reconciliation.

In real terms then, our sample demonstrates sizeable minorities with intense dispositions
“pushing” in opposite directions. There are also 57% in-between who, depending on the
issue, join the two in fascinating ways. But who are these people on the two sides of our
emotional map?
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Reconciliation Possible
Exposure North/South (Strong)
People under this category would be primarily male (64.2%), Greek Cypriot (66%) and of
the older generation (62.3%). There are no significant correlations in relation to class,
religion or refugeedom. They would be the most convinced that 1974 produced negative
outcomes (95.3%) and the most positive about the opening of the checkpoints (88.7%).
They would be very positive about the prospects of co-existence as against forgiveness
(although on this count too they would be better inclined than others). They would be the
most positive that the quality of life has improved dramatically on the island--on both sides.
They would be active newspaper readers (75.5%) and would be readers of refined literature
(50.9%). They would be TV viewers (83%), radio listeners (58.5%) and frequent travellers
(62.3%). They would be more frequent border-crossers than others (78.8% more than five
times) and would describe their encounters with people on the other side as strong, often
exchanging views, involved in joint projects or meeting friends (all above the 50% mark);
77.4% of them would also cross the borders for tourism and pleasure. They would be
purveyors of positive impressions (65.4%). The absolute majority (76.2%) would not have
been involved in the violence of the 1970s. They would, as a category, display no strong
correlations with sub-variables of class or religion or educational experience.

Postgraduate Education
They would be primarily of the new middle class (76.9%), Greek Cypriot (65.1%), male
(62.8%), but equally drawn from both generations. They would echo the group above to
affirm that 1974 produced negative outcomes (95.8%), and slightly less positive about the
opening of the borders (72.1%). Strong too on co-existence and forgiveness, but less
convinced that the quality of life has improved on the island (63%). They would be active
newspaper readers (83.7%) and TV viewers (88.4%). They are also frequent travellers
(69.8%), but would have also lived for some time abroad (58.1%). 51.2% have no
involvement in socio-political organisations. Unlike the group above, the majority does not
claim a strong exposure North/South or strong degrees of encounters with the other side.
The majority (63.4%) would have crossed more than five times and, like the above, they
would have gleaned positive impressions of the other side (66.7%), going across to meet
friends (53.5%) or to engage in tourism and pleasure (76.7%). A slight majority of them
(52%) would have experienced the 1960s as an intense period, but in the main most of them
have not been in the epicentre of violence.

Active in Civil Society and Voluntary Associations
They would also be primarily male and Greek Cypriot (61.8%, 61% respectively); of the new
middle class (60.2%), non-religious (52.9%), and equally drawn from both generations.
91.7% think that 1974 led to negative outcomes, but 61.5% believe that the quality of life
has improved on the island in the ensuing years. 88.2% see the partial opening of the
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borders in a positive light. Half of them have postgraduate qualifications. The largest
majority (79.4%) are active newspaper readers of the centre-linked press. They are active
TV viewers, but at 79.4% they are below the islandʼs high average. There is no strong
correlation with any of the other “cultural” variables in any significant direction. 64.7% travel
frequently. More than half (52.9%) are also politically active. 58.8% claim strong encounters
with the other side and 76.5% have crossed the borderline more than five times; of the
14.1% who have not crossed at all, 60% have not done so out of principle. Those who do,
do so to exchange views and meet friends (58.8%), for joint projects (61.8%), tourism and
pleasure (76.5%). Yet only a slight majority (54.5%) harbour good impressions about life on
the other side. 78.8% think that co-existence is possible and a smaller majority (60.6%)
thinks that forgiveness is possible.

No Religion
There is no gender majority in this category. There is no ethnic majority. 64.1% would be of
the new middle class. 1974 was seen to have had negative consequences by 92.3%, but
only 57.1% think that there has been an improvement in the quality of life on the island. 90%
think that the partial opening of the borders was positive. Half of them have had
postgraduate education. The overwhelming majority (90%) actively read newspapers, and
there are more left papers read than centre ones. Half of them read refined forms of
literature; a clear majority of 77% (but far below the studyʼs norm), are active TV viewers
and 60% are active radio listeners. 65% of them are frequent travellers. And although not in
the majority, just below half are active in political and social organisations as well as civic
and voluntary ones. They claim a strong exposure North/South (60%) and the majority
(52.5%) claim strong encounters with people. They have not crossed as often as other
categories, and of those who didnʼt, 66% have not done so as a matter of principle. Those
that do, do so to exchange views (57.5%), for joint projects (60%), meeting friends (55%),
and tourism and pleasure (85.7%). There is a slight majority (52.5%) who has a positive
impression of the other side. In the main (70.6%), they did not experience intense forms of
violence in the 1950s but most (55.9%) did so in the 1960s. There is a sizeable, vis-à-vis
the study, number (48%) who were victims of inter-ethnic violence in the 1970s. A significant
majority (89.7%) think that co-existence is possible.

Trauma: Victims of Intraethnic Violence
This is a category made up of all those who identified such an experience as their primary
traumatic experience. They are all of the old generation, from all social strata and
educational experiences--but mainly male (60%) and Greek Cypriots (88.6%). Although
51.4% claim no strong encounters North/South they claim a strong exposure based on
frequent crossings. 82.9% of them are positive about co-existence and to a lesser extent
(54.3%) positive about the prospects of forgiveness.
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Studied in the UK
They are overwhelmingly male (80.8%) and of Greek Cypriot descent (84.6%). They are
from the current middle class (76.9%) but spread between the business and professional
strata. 1974 had negative consequences for 81.3% and only 52.9% think that the quality of
life has improved on the island since. 88% see the opening of the borders in a positive light.
They are active (76.9%) newspaper readers who mostly read centre-linked papers. The
majority, 57.5%, reads neither refined nor popular literature and 57.7% have lived abroad
for some time. In equal number they are active and inactive in politics, and just under 50%
are active in civic and voluntary associations. They are below the average in terms of
encounters North/South and crossing the border. Most, 65.4%, of such crossings are for
tourism and pleasure. 50% think that their impressions of the other side have been positive.
Their experiences in the 1950s and 1960s have been non-intense. They are overwhelmingly
well-disposed (92.3%) towards co-existence but not towards forgiveness.

Intense Hardship-1950s
This is a small but important category, primarily made up of Greek Cypriots(71.4%) . They
are in the main women of the older generation (60.7%) whose households were either
involved in the national independence struggle as EOKA supporters or whose households
were of communist affiliation and suffered for it at the hands of EOKA supporters. The small
Turkish Cypriot cohort would be of a similar profile--TMT activists or communists. In the
main, 53.6%, have had a strong North /South exposure and would be for reconciliation;
66.7% are for co-existence and forgiveness. There are no other strong correlations above
or below the studyʼs norm.

Strong Encounters with People North/South
This category is a sub-category of the “strong exposure,” as discussed above. There are no
variations from it save a few (2-3%) stronger on co-existence and forgiveness.

Trauma: Displacees
This category is made up of all people of the older generation who identified displacement
and refugeedom as their primary trauma in the 1970s. They are drawn from both
communities, both genders, and all social strata. Their responses do not vary much from all
others who are positive in terms of reconciliation--but 71.4% think that co-existence is
possible and 57.1% think that forgiveness is possible.

Involvement in Bicommunal NGOs
There is no one in this group who thinks that 1974 had anything but negative consequences,
and only 55.6% think that the quality of life has improved on the island since. 100% of them
think that the opening of the border-posts has been a positive development. Although 65%
are of the new middle class, a third of them were from working-class households at the time
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of birth. The absolute majority (75%) would have had a postgraduate education and 80% of
them would be non- religious. 90% of them would be active newspaper readers (44% of them
of left papers); 55% of them read refined literature (more than 80% read refined and popular
literature); 90% view TV actively but the majority do not actively listen to the radio (55%).

The fascinating difference from other well-educated strata is that 50% of them have not
spent any time living abroad, but 65% travel frequently; their involvement in socio-political
organisations is not above average; they claim 90% strong exposure North/South and 80%
have strong and active encounters with people North/South; 94.7% crossed the borderline
more than five times: 55% to meet people; 95% to exchange views; 95% in joint projects;
95% in meeting friends; 100% for tourism and pleasure; 40% to visit house and property
(which means there are almost as many refugees as others in this group); 70% have
positive impressions about life on the other side. Their experience of the 1950s, 1960s and
1970s was not as intense as other categories, but this is understandable because of the
high proportion of younger people in this category. Half of them, that is, the older generation,
were victims of inter-ethnic violence. 95% of them think that co-existence is possible and
70% think that forgiveness might be possible too.

No Prospects of Reconciliation
Occasional Travellers
This category is one that overlaps strongly with “studied in Cyprus” and with “completed only
high school” and “Turkish Cypriot,” which will be described below. It is one that distinguishes
dispositions only in relation to “frequent travellers” and comprises a large array of people. It
has no strong correlations with hard variables (save that 58.6% of it is of the new middle class),
and although it captures a serious level of negative dispositions towards reconciliation, it still
captures 58.6% of people who are positive about the prospects of forgiveness.

Studied in Cyprus
In the main (82.5%), this group thinks that 1974 had negative consequences, and only
54.5% believe that the quality of life has improved on the island since then. Only 57.5% see
the opening of the borders as positive. The majority of the respondents would be Turkish
Cypriots (68.5%). Their class spread indicates a higher concentration in the current new
middle class but it is also well distributed in the traditional middle class. More than a third
would have been born into working-class households in the 1950s. They are above the
norm as inactive newspaper readers (56.2%); those active are of the center-linked papers.
63% do not read any literature (whether popular or refined). 86.3% have not stayed for any
period of time abroad. 69.9% are not involved in socio-political organisations and 57.5% are
not involved in civic or voluntary associations. 53.4% of them have had “limited” exposure
North/South; even if 56.2% have crossed the divide more than five times, they have had
very limited encounters with people. The dominant reasons to cross have to do with tourism
and pleasure (69.9%) or visiting house and property (56.2%). Most (56.1%) recall intense
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periods of violence in the 1960s but not in the 1950s, and 65% claim no involvement in the
violence of the 1970s. Of those who did 37.5% see themselves as having been perpetrators
of inter-ethnic violence. 52.1% think that co-existence might be possible but less than half
think that forgiveness might be possible.

Turkish-Cypriots
We have seen above, during our discussion of the hard variables, that Turkish Cypriots are
less disposed towards reconciliation than Greek Cypriots, but more open to co-existence
and forgiveness. There is no need to repeat the correlations here.

Negative Exposure North/South
They would agree with others (66.7% is lower than others) that 1974 had negative
consequences but 89.5% of them would agree that the quality of life has improved since.
Only 47.2% of them see the opening of the borders in a positive light. 41.7% have a
negative impression about life on the other side. A slight 52.8% majority is of the older
generation. In the main (72.2%) they are Turkish Cypriots and women (52.8%). Most would
have studied in Cyprus, and 54.3% would be of the new middle class. 80.6% would have a
casual religious involvement. 55.6% are not an active newspaper-reading public and 52.8%
would not read any literature. 88.9% and 58.3% of them would be active TV viewers and
radio listeners. 83.3% would be only occasional travellers and 75% have not lived outside
the island at all. They are, at 38.9%, the largest group in our sample that would have
crossed the border only a few times (less than five) and the lowest (36.1%) in terms of
visiting for tourism and pleasure. 57.9% would have had intense experiences in the 1960s,
and 52.6% would have been perpetrators of such violence. Less than half think that there
are any prospects of co-existence and forgiveness.

Finished Only High School
90.6% of them feel that 1974 had negative consequences; and only 51.4% of them think
that the quality of life on the island has improved in the ensuing years. Most are Turkish
Cypriots (60.3%) and about 70.6% are casually religious; the majority are not active
newspaper readers and 76.5% do not read any literature, as opposed to 96.1% who actively
watch TV; 78.4% have only travelled abroad occasionally and very few have had any
overseas experiences (82.4% have not lived anywhere apart from Cyprus); in the main, they
have had no political or civic involvement (68.6% and 60.8%, respectively). Only 52.9%
claim strong exposure North South; only 51% of them have crossed the borderline more
than five times. Of those who have not crossed at all, 60% have not done so on principle.
Such crossings have been mainly (62.7%) for tourism and pleasure. Their experiences of
the 1960s were more intense than the 1950s as regards confrontations and violence.
Although the majority thinks that neither reconciliation nor forgiveness is possible, 51%
agree that co-existence might be possible.
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Immediate Trauma--Including Loss of Loved One
This category is made up of all those who identified this experience of violence as their
primary trauma during the period of violence. They are drawn from both communities, both
genders, all strata, all educational experiences. The correlations do not vary much from
those who do not see any prospects of reconciliation. Although 61.5% of this group thinks
that forgiveness is possible, 46.2% do not think that co-existence is possible and the same
percentage think that it is possible.

Active Religion
72.5% believe that the consequences of 1974 were negative and more than half (54.5%)
think that the quality of life on the island has deteriorated since. 61.3% view the partial
opening of the borders with suspicion. The majority in this category are women (62.5%) and
most (66.7%) of the respondents have finished their schooling and tertiary studies in
Cyprus. It has no strong class or ethnic correlations. Those who are active believers do read
the newspapers way above the norm (62.5%) and are very active TV viewers (93.8%). They
are mostly (81.3%) occasional travellers and have in the main (68.8%) not lived abroad.
They are the least exposed North/South (73.3%); they are not involved in social and political
organisations (62.5%) or in civic and voluntary associations (56.3%); only 50.0% have had
limited encounters with people on the other side; and there is the highest proportion (75.3%)
of those who did not cross the divide “out of principle.” This has not stopped 62.5% from
visiting the other side for tourism and pleasure or to see their old house and property. 56.3%
have a negative impression of the other side. Half of them had intense experiences in the
1950s and this rises to 70% in the 1960s.

Current Working Class
For this group not only were the consequences of 1974 negative, but 75% of them see a
deterioration in the quality of life on the island since. The main majority in this small section
of our sample are women (75%) and Greek Cypriots (66.7%). The majority (66.7%) came
from working-class households of the 1950s; the rest have not recovered from the
consequences of material losses of the 1970s.The largest group among them are casually
religious. 83.3% have finished high school and 75% studied in Cyprus. 58.3% are active
newspaper readers, 75% do not read any literature, and 63.6% are inactive radio listeners-
-TV is their main medium (91.7%). They are in the main (58.3%) occasional travellers, and
83.3% have not lived overseas. The majority (54.5%) claim no exposure North/South and
the overwhelming majority is involved in neither political nor civic activities (83.3%). The
majority (66.7%) claim limited exposure to the other side, and half claim only limited
encounters with people from the other side. Those who have not crossed (only half crossed
more than five times) cite as reasons in equal proportion “out of principle” or discomfort. Half
of them crossed to visit house and property, which signifies a large proportion of refugees.
62.5% claim to have been victims of intra-ethnic violence in the past. They are the most
negative about any prospects of reconciliation, co-existence or forgiveness.



Yet people are rightly impatient. Is there any prospect of reconciliation now? If yes, is it going
to occur sooner or later?

There is a strong opinion that the status quo is preferable. To this can be added the
opinion that the consequence of the Annan Planʼs referendum is the cementing of the status
quo and, therefore, of “closure.” This is not the majority opinion on either side of the divide.
Most Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots, especially those who have been affected directly
by the harsh years, think that there are “openings” and that there are cracks in the cement
of the current status quo. There are six:

� that substantive dialogue is possible between members, institutions and associations
of civil society;

� there is an openness to some form of co-existence;
� there is an openness towards forgiving;
� there is a convergence about social norms;
� there is an openness to more economic cooperation
� there is an openness towards a solution.
How soon? Unfortunately, not very soon: there are serious concerns about security.

Somehow, while the status quo does not seem to offer security, its abandonment is wracked
by fears. Both women and youth tend to be less convinced about prospects. As long as
women feel more insecure than men, and as long as the youth is not committed to change,
problems will arise in any process of changing.

There is also the prospect of an ever-present cultural ethnocentrism and very little in
common in both generations. Indeed as one of our respondents said, the “motherlands” will
be more comfortable with each other than the “baby-lands.” There is also the fact that the
prospects of elite-pacting or an elite-transition are not very manifest: the upper-class on both
sides is where it is, in terms of economic success, in and through the status quo, and its
members express misgivings about its abandonment. Nevertheless, now that the dust of the
referendum and border-crossings has settled, there is an openness towards a solution.

Assuming that there was a surge for a rapid solution, the generation of the 50-year-olds,
especially those who have been refugees and those who have experienced the most
dramatic forms of violence, would be more open to it and would have managed to settle the
historical sources of their pain. For them it has to be soon.

The longer it takes and the more distant one gets from the actual experience of the
militant 60s and 70s, the more people subscribe to a general construction of an either/or
trauma, the more they would be comfortable with closure.

CONCLUSION
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At the same time, any fast move will leave behind what is an inalienable insecurity: the
insecurity of women on both sides of the divide, the primary homemakers and pillars of both
societies. They are the most insecure on all aspects: from reconciliation, co-existence
(especially so, on this crucial dimension) and forgiveness. It would also leave behind the
most vulnerable sections of the existing working class.

So the study can only speak of a tragically liminal period, where to be effective a solution
needs speed but it canʼt gain momentum without important social clusters of people feeling
secure about its implications, and where vulnerable workers feel threatened about their
livelihoods.

There is a dramatic turning point in processes of reconciliation. There is a point when
opposing social forces and political communities can articulate the following: “I am not
content with what you say or do, but (for xyz reasons, different in each socio-historical
context) we can find a solution that allows for co-existence in a defined territory--so, let us
move on despite the past.” Okay as changed? This is a point when “formal reciprocity” is
reached. Does the research show any evidence that it has been reached? The answer,
again, is a cautious yes.

But all the above tend to show that it will take its time. As our study has shown, the more
exposure to each other across the dividing line, the more open the climate becomes towards
reconciliation. So, civil society-to-civil society encounters are vital but they have to be
encounters beyond the layers currently reached by bicommunal NGOs. In fact, the more
active in these institutions, the more pessimistic you have become about the ʻprospects.ʼ

Furthermore, the cross-border euphoria and interest have dwindled. Most people in the
study have gone, seen, observed; and although it has altered some of the primary and pre-
conceived images of each other, they will not cross the border unless there are substantive
reasons to do so. That there are about 18.8% of people (if we remove NGO activists from
this equation) in the sample who have had friendships re-established or newly created is a
significant point. Civil society-to-civil society interactions create a firmer social basis for
reaching a ʻformalʼ and pragmatic reciprocity. Yet, the solution, if at all, will have to be
political--and this is occurring within a changing world order of inter-state relations.

We have shown in the first part the basic frequencies of the study--there, a picture of a
well-educated, modernising and prosperous population was etched who, in the main, would
be open to co-existence and forgiveness and, to a lesser extent, reconciliation. We then
traced how what we termed “hard and “soft” variables modulate such responses. A selective
illustration of what our respondents mean by “openness” and “closure” was added to
deepen our understanding of the limits of the current period. In analysing the dynamic
swings in dispositions, we delineated to the best of our ability, the limits and possibilities of
initiative and agency. In the process we etched another picture: of what kind of people
reconcilers and their detractors might be.
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At the moment, more Turkish Cypriots seem to be circumspect about prospects than
Greek Cypriots. More women and youth seem more circumspect than men and the older
generation. Yet significant encounters have occurred since 2003 that are pointing to a
shattering of stereotypes and more mutual understanding. Does this mean that the “past is
past and has passed,” as one of our respondents claimed?

This will have to await the qualitative exposition of the study and the reality that the
present is ever-changing.
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Cyprian sociology is ill-served by the absence of in-depth studies of social structure,
class, stratification and urban/rural linkages. In the last instance, there has not been
a serious follow-up to Attalidesʼ detailed study of urbanization (1986). And most,

certainly, save small fragments there has not been the breadth of “working-class” as
Katsaounisʼs historical work at the end of the century.

By contrast work on ethnicity and ethno-nationalism has been well-served: see the work
of Kızılyürek, Mavratsas, and Peristianis; also Rebecca Bryantʼs Imagining the Modern: the
Culture of Nationalism in Cyprus (London: IB Tauris, 2004), a fascinating claim about the
ontological difference of the two nationalisms (it has created some controversy; see the
critique by Marios Constantinou.)

On gender and women, Hadjipavlou has been untiring; on youth, see Kristis Charakis;
on refugeedom, see Peter Loizou, The Heart Grown Bitter: a Chronicle of Cyprus War
Refugees (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), and Anna Agathangelou and
Kyle D. Killian, “In the Wake of 1974: Psychological Well-Being and Post-Traumatic Stress
in Greek Cypriot Refugee Families,” The Cyprus Review 14, no.2 (2002). Work on the
media is captured by Charakis and Christoforou. On civil society see the CIVICUS 2005
report; for the relational aspect the NGO- Hands Across the Divide has done some work;
see also the work of Cynthia Cockburn.

On contact hypothesis see Craig Webster, “Greek Cypriot Perspectives on Interacting
with Turkish Cypriots,” The Cyprus Review, 17, no.1 (2005), which is a bold first step. He
has since been joined by a range of social psychologists, especially Stravrinides et al., and
Psaltis, whose forthcoming work will be defining. The collective construction of traumas is
well accounted for in Yannis Papadakis, “The Politics of Remembering and Forgetting in
Cyprus,” The Journal of Mediterranean Studies, 3, no.1 (1993). Paul Sant Cassiaʼs, Bodies
of Evidence, (New York/Oxford: Berghahn Press, 2005) is a consolidation of his early work
on missing persons and the construction of irredentist discourses.
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Prospects of Reconciliation, Co-Existence and Forgiveness  
in Cyprus in the Post-Referendum Period

The study explored the dispositions of Cypriots on the prospects of reconciliation (symphil-
iosis/uzlaşmak), co-existence (syniparxis/beraber varolmak), and forgiveness (synghoresis/
bağışlamak).  It draws on 170 qualitative interviews, focusing on two generation of Cypriots: 
those now in their 50s who experienced the conflict first hand, and the generation of their 
children, now 25 years old, born on a divided island.   
The study identified three profound points. First, the Cyprus “case” did not end up in murder-
ous ethnic cleansing because of self-restraint: this speaks to a humanism that precedes the 
conflict. It did end up in territorial ethnic cleansing after the coup and the invasion, but,  
despite the existence of core constituencies and militants who were ready to push the  
society beyond the brink, commit atrocities and inaugurate a zero-sum game of elimina-
tions, “something” prevailed.
Second, the study confirms that there is a need to distinguish between powerful social  
constructions of collective traumata and actual grief-work, i.e. the emotional work that  
allows people to get on with their lives after they experience intense moments of violence 
as victims or perpetrators, and sometimes as both. An important finding is that those who 
experienced the violence personally, intensely and devastatingly are more open towards 
reconciliation than those who were at a distance from it. This comes with a proviso: unless 
you had lost an immediate loved-one.  
Third, the study found that there is a range of social variables that correlate well with swings 
in dispositions towards or against reconciliation. There are hard variables of class, age, 
gender, religion, refugeedom/non-refugeedom and there are also the soft variables of expo-
sure and experience: involvement in bicommunal NGOs and activities, involvement in civic 
and associational life, strong or weak exposure to the “other side” forms of consumption of 
cultural goods and ideas and most importantly, traumatic experiences. 
Put differently--the more intense the experience of traumas through the violence was, the 
more open people are towards reconciliation. The more distant in experience and age, the 
more closed to reconciliation. 
The study concludes that there is much more space for social initiative and “rapprochement” 
than sceptics would indicate.  However, what is also significant is that there are not two homo-
geneous groups of people facing each other: the variations within the Greek Cypriot and 
Turkish Cypriot communities are in many instances more pronounced than their uniformities.
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